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Abstract 

Acoustical Correlates of Perceived Emotions in Speech 
 
The investigation of emotions in speech has previously been reported in many different 
studies. Most of them have, however, focused on acted speech. In this master’s thesis, carried 
out at the Department of Speech, Music and Hearing, CSC, KTH, the focus has been to 
investigate the acoustic attributes of real life emotional speech. The speech material was 
recorded within selected telephone services offered by the company Voice Provider.  
Our purpose was to investigate whether emotions, as perceived by a panel of listeners, were 
observable in various acoustic cues of the speech signal. The cues were chosen, by examining 
earlier studies on the same subject and they were: the syllable rate, the minimum, maximum, 
median and mean of the pitch, the amplitude and the first three formants and their formant 
bandwidths. The statistical analysis of our results was obtained by pairing utterances of the 
same speaker with different perceived emotions, as judged by listening tests. We had a total 
of 64 speakers. The statistical significance of the relation between the acoustic measures and 
the perceived emotions were done with T-tests and correlation tests for all utterances pairs. 

Our results show that the perception of anger, despondency and level of emotional intensity is 
observable in the acoustics of the speech signal as described below;  
Anger is recognized by a rise of fundamental frequency and amplitude.  

Despondency is identified by a decreased syllable rate. The degree of perceived of 
despondency is negatively correlated to the pitch. 
The emotional intensity is recognized by an increase in pitch and amplitude and a decrease in 
speech rate.  
Amplitude and pitch was shown to have a positive correlation. Speech amplitude also had a 
positive correlation to the degree of emotional intensity. The perceived level of emotional 
intensity had a positive correlation to the perceived degree of anger. 



 

 

Sammanfattning 

Akustisk korrelation till upplevda känslor i talteknologi  
 
Forskning om känslor i tal finns beskriven i många tidigare studier. De flesta av dem är dock 
fokuserade på tal inspelat med hjälp av skådespelare. I det här examensarbetet, utfört på Tal, 
musik och hörsel, CSC på KTH, ligger fokus på att undersöka de akustiska egenskaperna av 
emotionellt tal i verkliga situationer. Materialet som använts är yttranden, som spelats in från 
telefontjänster tillhandahållna av företaget Voice Provider.  

Syftet var att se om känslor, som erhållits vid ett lyssningstest, kunde relateras till akustiska 
talparametrar. Vid lyssningstesterna fick man bedömma fyra känslor, var och en på en 
sjugradig skala. Känslorna var: neutral, ilska, uppgivenhet samt känslans intensitet. 
Talparametrarna valdes utifrån vad som visat sig givande i tidigare studier och de var: 
stavelsehastighet, minimum, maximum, medianen och medelvärdet av grundtonsfrekvensen, 
talets amplitud och dess standardavvikelse samt de tre första formanterna och deras 
bandbredder. 

I vår analys parade vi ihop yttrandena för varje talare med de känslor de fått vid 
lyssningstesterna. Den neutrala känslan parades ihop med ilska och med uppgivenhet, ilska 
parades med uppgivenhet och hög emotionell intensitet parades med låg. Materialet innehöll 
totalt 64 talare. Den statistiska signifikansen för relationen mellan talparametrarna och de 
uppfattade känslorna testades med t-test och korrelationstest för de olika yttrandeparen för 
varje talare.  
Våra resultat visade att känslorna ilska, uppgivenhet och emotionell intensitet har samband 
med de talets akustiska egenskaper; 
Ilska gav en höjning av grundtonsfrekvens och talamplitud.  
Uppgivenhet gav en långsammare talhastighet. Graden av uppfattad uppgivenhet var negativt 
korrelerad med stavelsehastighen. 
Intensiteten gav en ökning av grundtonen och talamplituden och en minskning av 
stavelsehastigheten.  
Talamplitud och grundtonsfrekvens var positivt korrelerade. Amplituden var också positivt 
korrelerad med graden av uppfattad emotionell intensitet. Denna var i sin tur positivt 
korrelerad med graden av uppfattad ilska. 
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Vocabulary 
Acoustic cues Here, the acoustic attributes of a speech sample 
Acoustics The study of sound 
Activation The perceived excitation of the speech 
Amplitude The absolute value of a wave’s maximum of oscillation (Borden et al. 1980) 
Bandwidth A measure of the frequency range 
Corpus A large and structured set of texts, here the utterances used 
Emotional intensity Perceived intensity of the speech  
Emphatic speech Speech expressed or performed with emphasis 
Formants Peaks in the acoustic frequency spectrum, that results from the resonant 
frequencies of the vocal tracts (Borden et al. 1980) 
Fundamental frequency, F0 The lowest frequency of a complex sound 
Pitch The perceived fundamental frequency of a sound  
Praat A computer program used to analyze speech (Boersma et al. 2007) 
Standard deviation Measure of spread of a value 
Valence How positive or negative the speech is perceived to be  
“Hot” anger Anger expressed with much engagement 
“Cold” anger Anger expressed with detachment  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Problem definition, purpose and aim 

Recognition of emotions in speech is a wide area and a lot of work has been previously done. 
Most previous studies have, however, focused on acted emotional speech. In this master’s 
thesis the focus is to investigate if there is a correlation between perceived emotions and the 
acoustic cues of real life recorded speech.  
The main question of this work is; 

Using real emotional speech, are perceived emotions noticeable in the acoustic cues of the 
speech signal?  
There are also a number of sub-questions; 
What makes speech sound angry?  
What makes speech sound despondent? 
What are the differences between speech perceived as having high or low emotional intensity?  

The speech corpus was real life recorded sound samples containing both neutral and 
emotional speech. The speakers were recorded while using various telephone services 
booking tickets or ordering merchandise. This gave the standard of the recordings a variation 
of quality that might have influenced the results. The speech almost only contained neutral, 
angry and despondent speech. Other emotions were rare and have not been included in this 
study.  

Out of a larger number of samples 200 were selected for our experiments. They were then 
analyzed acoustically and classified by their perceived emotion as judged by a number of test 
subjects. The acoustic cues and dimensions for classification in the listening tests were 
selected from experiences found in previous studies. The various relations between emotions 
and acoustical parameters were statistically analyzed to find any significant results.  

1.2 Possible area of use 

Information of how perceived emotions are correlated to the acoustic information in speech 
can be used in many different situations. The original idea with the material provided by 
Voice Provider, a company working with speech based telephone services, is to improve the 
services such as the ones used to obtain the speech material for this master’s thesis.  
When a customer gets agitated he or she could immediately be transferred to an agent. This 
would save many of the users a lot of frustration and give better service in general.  
The understanding of how emotions are expressed in speech can be a very interesting topic 
and there is a wide use for emotional recognition in computers. The information from this 
work can be used to help computers understand human emotions in real life speech by 
providing clues on why the emotions are perceived in a certain way.  

1.3 Outline 

This report is divided into nine chapters. 
The first chapter includes the aim and purpose of the study.  
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The second chapter contains information about previous studies and theory on the topic of 
emotions in speech. 
The third chapter contains the methods used in this work, how and why the experiment was 
done in this certain way. It also includes a small study with results conducted before the actual 
experiment. This chapter includes the limitations of the study.  

The fourth chapter is a prediction of the expected results, based mainly on results from 
previous studies. 
The fifth chapter describes all the uncertainties that relate to this work. It includes information 
of how problems during the tests, in the speech material and during the statistical analysis 
might affect the outcome of the results. 
The sixth chapter contains information about the results obtained from the tests.  

The seventh chapter includes a discussion of how and why the results turned out the way they 
did.  

The eighth chapter draws conclusions from the experiments and tries to answer the questions 
asked in the introduction.  
The ninth chapter presents a recommendation for future studies regarding our topic. This 
chapter is followed by references and appendices.  
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2. Background 

Much work has been done in the area of emotion recognition in speech. Many approaches 
have been used to solve and understand problems that concern the perception and recognition 
of emotions from the acoustics of the speech signal. Below follows a section with some of the 
previous studies done, interspersed with notes on how they have served as background for the 
present study. 

2.1 Choosing acoustic cues 

A large number of acoustic speech parameters have been used in order to find relevant cues 
for emotion recognition. A study done by Polzin and Waibel investigated the possibilities of 
combining acoustic and prosodic information to detect the emotional state of a speaker using 
a Hidden Markov Model. They showed that when combining the two of them the system 
nearly achieved human performance level regarding emotion detection and that the prosodic 
information was of great significance (Polzin et al. 1998). 
The discussion on what prosodic cues to use is complex and different studies show varying 
results, although a number of them are common for many papers. These are durations, 
amplitudes, fundamental frequency and frequencies and bandwidths of formants. 
A study by Valery Petrushin showed that pitch is the main vocal cue for emotion recognition 
but that there are a number of other important cues as well (Petrushin 1999). These are vocal 
energy, various spectral features, formants and temporal features. The measurements were 
done on 56 telephone messages recorded by eighteen different actors. For the study Petrushin 
had chosen to work with fundamental frequency, energy, speaking rate and the frequency and 
bandwidth of the first three formants. The features where then ranked by statistical methods, 
regarding how important they were for the recognition of emotions. The most important 
feature was the maximum of the fundamental frequency. Petrushin came to the conclusion 
that anger was the most recognizable emotion, but that there are a number of different ways to 
express it in speech. The two main categories are “hot” and “cold” anger. Emotion 
recognition differs a lot between people and can be affected by both cultural and social 
factors.  
As will be explained in detail later in this report, the acoustic cues used in our experiments 
were: syllable rate, median and standard deviation of the fundamental frequency and the 
speech amplitude, and median and standard deviation of the first three formants. 

2.2 Choosing corpus 

One of the main things deciding how a study is done when analyzing speech is the corpus. 
Most of the previous studies used recorded emotional speech, done by professional actors. 
That way the amount, quality and spread of the data is easily controlled.  

Scherer characterized the corpora used in previous emotion studies into three categories: 
natural vocal expression, induced emotional expression and simulated emotional expression 
(Scherer, 2003). 
Natural vocal expression is what most studies call real emotional speech recorded in naturally 
occurring events. A problem is often the recording quality and its lack of standards as 
mentioned earlier. Another issue concerns the ethics regarding these recordings and their use 
in research. A definite advantage is of course their high validity when examining real 
emotions and their use in real time applications. 
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Induced emotional expression is a way of trying to control the expressed emotions. By 
controlling the environment and the context when recording the test subjects their expressed 
emotions can be manipulated. The advantage of this method is the relatively high degree of 
control it offers, but there is no way of guaranteeing that different subjects will react the same 
way or express similar emotions. The reactions also tend to be relatively weak compared to 
natural emotional speech. 
When using simulated emotional expression actors are used to produce emotional speech. 
These emotions tend to be perceived as much more intense but to lack the subtle cues that 
natural emotional speech has. Actors may also be very influenced by stereotypes and fixed 
norms. When recording acted emotions there is a great advantage in the control of content and 
range. As mentioned earlier this is the most common type of corpus used in emotion studies. 
It also gives the most obvious results, but their relevance for natural circumstances is less 
obvious.   

An article written by Wilting, Krahmer and Swerts discusses the difference between 
perception of emotions in real and acted recordings of speech, using both audio only and 
audio with video (Wilting et al. 2006). The results showed that when the speaker is an actor 
producing emotional speech on command, the emotions are perceived as much stronger than 
when dealing with real emotional speech. The results of this study also showed that this 
difference is particularly strong for negative emotions and that although acted speech is 
perceived more strongly it is not experienced in the same way as real emotions are. 

This is a very interesting finding that speaks for the use of real emotional speech. One of the 
problems with real emotional speech is the possibility of multiple, parallel emotions 
expressed. Actors try to express one emotion at a time but in real life the emotional speech 
can be complex and carry multiple messages. 

2.3 Real emotional speech 

When reading previous studies you get the impression that, despite the complexity of using 
real emotional speech it has become increasingly popular. An important reason is the 
opportunities it opens for real time applications such as telephone services.  
A study by France Telecom points out the importance of the detection of emotions in real-
emotional speech in order to improve human-machine interaction in real-life situations 
(Blouin et al. 2005). The study evaluated the automatic detection of emotions based on 
acoustic parameters. The results indicated a need to be gender-specific and word-specific. 
One of the main issues with real emotional speech is the loss of control in the recordings. The 
signal energy level wary from one speaker to another and there could be a significant decrease 
in signal quality compared to when using recordings of more controlled acted speech.  
An experiment of Lee et al. (2001) separated genders because of their differences in 
fundamental frequency. By using both neutral and emotional utterances for each speaker this 
discrepancy can be minimized.  
One of the previous studies done with real emotional speech focused on data recorded from 
politically oriented talk shows (Amir et al. 2003). The study was conducted in Tel Aviv in 
Israel where the political situation is complex and the participants on the shows tend to have 
different opinions and strong emotional involvement. This produced a significant amount of 
emotional speech to analyze. In the study 12 utterances were picked out with angry speech 
and 12 with natural speech from the same speakers. The speech came from 8 different 
persons. A number of acoustic cues where then measured. In order to compare the speech 
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between different speakers the values were normalized. The results showed that although 
pitch range was correlated to anger, pitch was also negatively correlated to degree of anger.  
In this study the textual content of the utterances was also tested, to see how much it affected 
the listeners (Amir et al., 2003). 11 test subjects listened and classified the utterances on a 
dimensional scale of how angry the speech was perceived. After compensating for the textual 
content the significance of the acoustic cues changed. The mean of the fundamental frequency 
remained the strongest cue for the recognition of anger. A conclusion could also be drawn that 
the results differ much more when using natural speech than when using acted, because of the 
complexity of the emotions expressed.  

In the same study the pitch contour was manually changed, using the software Praat, for some 
of the angry utterances to see if they would be perceived as less angry. The results showed 
that the perception was significantly changed and the speech was rated as much more neutral, 
verifying how important pitch is for emotional recognition in speech (Amir et al., 2003). 

A study has been done using real speech recorded from medical emergency call centres in 
France (Vidrascu et al., 2005). It is hard to define a set of appropriate dimensions to describe 
the emotions of real emotional speech, since the emotions are very complex. The aim of this 
study was not only to see if there were different cues responsible for the perception of 
different emotions, but also in the long run to see if there always was a dominant emotion 
when two emotions were expressed at the same time. These tests were done only with either 
negative or positive speech. The discrimination was done testing negative vs. positive 
emotions with automatic detection. Results showed that F0 and intensity features were the 
most relevant features for the chosen discriminations. When testing real emotional speech 
there are expressions with multiple emotional messages, which will, when not able to pick out 
appropriate speech material, make the discrimination a lot harder in applications. In real life 
choosing an appropriate corpus is not possible in the same way as it is in controlled tests. 
One year later the same persons did another study with the same corpus (Vidrascu et al., 
2006). This time they analyzed both lexical and paralinguistic parameters. The emotional 
classification was discrete and divided in to fear, anger, relief and sadness. The recognition 
was done with automatic classifiers. A number of different cues were taken in to 
consideration. The results showed that the lexical cues were best at recognizing fear with the 
highest accuracy. Sadness had the lowest rate of recognition. The results from the test with 
the paralinguistic parameters showed that the recognition rate was significantly lower in 
general than with lexical cues and that the best results were for the recognition of fear. The 
results also showed that anger had the lowest recognition rate for all the emotions and that it 
is mostly confused with fear. 
A study regarding automatic emotion detection of real emotional speech was performed at the 
University of Southern California (Lee et al. 2001). It used recordings from human-machine 
dialogues in a commercial application. The emotions were classified in two basic states, 
negative and non-negative. Because of the complexity of these types of recordings these two 
emotional states were considered sufficient. The problem when using only two states for 
classification is that the flaws obtained from guessing have to be compensated for since the 
random guessing correctness is as high as 50%. The automatic classification done in this 
study was based only on acoustic information, mainly fundamental frequency and spectral 
energy.  
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2.4 Dimensions for listeners tests 

Laukka has done four different studies on the topic of emotional recognition in speech 
(Laukka 2004). These studies are based on two types of theories for emotional perception in 
vocal expression, discrete emotion theories and dimensional emotion theories. The discrete 
theories are based on the belief that emotions are perceived in discrete categories and that 
there are a number of basic emotions. The dimensional theories assume that emotions are 
perceived along continuous scales. Two common dimensions for measuring emotions are 
valence and activation. 

The first study showed that recognition of emotions in speech was similar across different 
cultures, even though the accuracy was a bit higher within one. This study also aimed to see if 
there exist a specific pattern of acoustic cues for a series of discrete emotions. The results 
showed that acoustic patterns seem to be recognized as discrete dimensions, such as anger, 
fear, happiness and sadness.  
Study two aimed to see if the intensity of an emotion could be recognized along with the 
discrete emotion in question. The results showed that the intensity could be recognized and 
that it had a great impact on the acoustic parameters. This means that by looking at an 
acoustic pattern of a vocal expression one can predict both the perceived intensity and the 
perceived discrete emotion. The acoustic cues measured for the vocal expressions are F0, F0 
contour, F0 jitter, voice intensity, formants, high-frequency energy, syllable rate, pause 
proportion and voice attack time.  
Study three took another approach to emotional recognition, the dimensional one. The 
purpose was to try and measure the emotions in four dimensions: activation, valence, potency 
and emotional intensity. In everyday life emotions are not as discrete as when recorded from 
actors and the dimensional approach may fit more for statistical analysis of real-emotional 
data. The results showed that different results from all four dimensions could be correlated 
with specific acoustic speech cues, although the results for valence were not as strong as for 
the other dimensions. 

Study four investigated if the emotion perception is discrete, categorical, or better described 
as by continuous dimensions. The findings suggested that the perception of emotions in vocal 
expression is categorical but there is still a dimensional aspect that may be explained by 
intellectual constructs. By categorical is meant that two emotions belonging to the same 
emotional category are perceived as more alike than two emotions with as much acoustic 
difference belonging to different categories. 
To summarize the results of these studies it can be said that there are patterns of acoustic cues 
that correspond to discrete emotions and that the perception of emotions is cross-cultural. 

When looking closer at dimensional theories there are a number of different dimensions that 
have been used in previous studies. Two of the most common are, as mentioned earlier, 
activation and valence. 
A study done at the Colombia University in New York by Liscombe et al., testing acoustic 
cues and comparing them to the perceived emotion of a number of people, showed that the 
two good main dimensions to measure emotions in, when testing on people, are valence and 
activation (Liscombe et al. 2003). Valence is defined as how positive or negative the emotion 
is and activation is defined as the degree of excitation. The study showed that activation is the 
most successful dimension for measuring emotions. It also showed that the best prosodic cue 
to use in order to recognize frustration is fundamental frequency maximum and that there are 
a number of important cues for recognition of anger. The study selected a number of 
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important acoustic cues for emotional recognition based on fundamental frequency and 
amplitude. Spectral tilt and amplitude contours of vowels and syllables were also measured. 
Cowie (2003) did an attempt to describe emotions in order to understand the complexity of 
them as they are used in everyday life. His conclusions were the same as Liscombe et al. 
(2003) that measuring emotions in valence and activation gives a significant description of the 
emotional state of speech. Positive activation seems to be connected to an increase in F0 and 
negative activation to a decrease. Anger was an example of an increase in F0.  
A study done at the Macquarie University in Australia has tested the perception of emotion by 
having a number of subjects classify them along three dimensions: arousal, pleasure and 
power, and then comparing these to selected acoustic cues (Pereria, 2000). Arousal is just a 
way to measure intensity like activation in the study done by Jackson et al. Pleasure refers to 
how positive or negative the emotion is and is the same dimension as valence in the previous 
study. The power dimension refers to the degree of control the speaker seems to be in. These 
three dimensions help to distinguish the emotions in speech and the results of the study 
showed that emotions who share the same level of arousal or power also to a certain degree 
share acoustic characteristics like F0 range and mean and intensity mean (Pereira 2000). 

2.5 Without verbal information 

As discussed earlier many previous studies have shown that acoustic cues are related to the 
perception of emotion in speech. A study done in Japan and China in 2006 tried to recognize 
emotions in human voice taken from natural speech but without the verbal information 
(Mitsuyoshi et al., 2006). The acoustical measurements were all based on fundamental 
frequency and energy. The voice samples were classified in to one of four emotions: anger, 
joy, sorrow or calmness. After doing this classification with a decision-tree the voice samples 
were classified by a number of people. The results showed a matching rate of 70 %. 

2.6 Change of the acoustic cues 

There are physiological reasons for the acoustic cues changing whenever a speaker changes 
his or her emotional state. A Study done by Kienast at the University of Berlin examined the 
spectral and segmental changes caused by the articulatory behaviour of a person feeling an 
emotion (Kienast et al., 2000). The results showed that when angry there is an increased effort 
in articulation which causes changes in the prosodic features. 

2.7 Results of previous studies 

Earlier studies have a lot to say about the expected results of our work. A study done by 
Banse and Scherer (2006) measured acoustic features of fourteen different emotions, recorded 
by actors, in order to find out how the acoustic profiles looked for each of these emotions. 
The results showed that for any speech perceived as angry there was an increase in mean F0 
and mean energy. Other cues significant for anger were an increase in high-frequency energy 
and a down-ward-directed F0 contour. There was a difference between “hot” and “cold” 
anger, “hot” anger seemed to have an increase in F0 variation and range. Emotions like 
sadness seemed to create a decrease in F0, F0 range and mean energy. Just like most of the 
other studies Banse and Scherer concluded that there was a significant correlation between the 
perceived emotion and the acoustic profile of speech (Banse et al. 1996). When it comes to 
people recognizing emotions “hot” anger was usually the easiest one to recognize, shortly 
followed by boredom and interest.   
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Banse and Scherer also concluded that because of the acted speech some of the emotions 
might be a bit too obvious and would not have been as obvious in real life. This is the factors 
speaking against the use of acted speech for emotion research, which is eliminated in real 
emotional speech recordings.  
At Columbia University in New York a study was done on the correlation between perceived 
charisma in speech and lexical and acoustic cues (Rosenberg et al. 2005). As charisma is 
related to emotions the results are interesting for this study. The test was executed using 
recorded speech from American politicians. A number of subjects rated the charisma and 
other attributes of the speech. The results showed that the more speech that was presented, the 
more charisma the speaker was perceived to have. The amount of first person pronouns also 
seemed to matter. The more charismatic speakers have a personal appeal to their listeners. 
The fundamental frequency seemed to have an increase in mean and standard deviation for 
syllables rated as charismatic. A louder message, one with more intensity, was also rated as 
more charismatic. All of these results are very interesting in a sense that they show the many 
dimensions that may be perceived in the speech signal. An increase in fundamental frequency 
alone can mean many things, only combined with other cues does it give a good clue to what 
emotion is expressed.  
A previous study has also been done based on the same recordings from Voice Provider that 
are used in this study (Neiberg et al., 2006). The results showed that when ignoring the 
dialogue context it becomes hard to distinguish between emphatic and negative speech since 
they seem to have similar acoustic cues.  

2.8 Possible sources of errors 

There are a number of difficulties that many previous studies have met when working with 
emotions in speech (Laukka, 2004). One of the main problems is the individual differences 
not only in perception but also how emotions are expressed. Another limitation comes from 
what cues to analyze and to measure. 
Scherer speaks of the Brunswikian lens model that helps to understand some of the many 
possible flaws when dealing with perception of emotions in speech (Scherer 2003). The basic 
structure of it is that a signal is encoded, transmitted and then decoded by the receiver. This 
emphasizes the fact that the emotional characteristics of the signal sent may not be the same 
as the one observed due to various distortions on the way. The perception of the emotions can 
also be modified by the receiver, depending on a number of psychological and individual 
factors.  

Another problem is the lack of standards on how to measure the perception of emotions in 
speech when testing on subjects. The many variations in methods make it hard to compare 
results. Scherer speaks for the need of a unified standard and more cooperation over the 
different parts of the research field (Scherer 2003).  

Research on emotions in speech is a wide topic, stretching from engineering to psychology 
and phonetics. This causes a gap on information when researchers in different areas do not 
interact or read each others studies very often. It also makes it harder to get an overview of the 
many aspects of the subject and all the previous work done (Laukka 2004).  

2.9 The importance of the pitch contour 

Some previous studies have investigated the role of the changes in fundamental frequency 
over an utterance. Just as the study in Tel Aviv where some of pitch contours were 
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manipulated they all showed that changes in fundamental frequency plays an important role 
for emotion recognition in speech (Amir et al. 2003).  
Astrid Paeschke at the University of Berlin in Germany has done two studies that both gave a 
detailed description of how the fundamental frequency changes with the emotion 
(Sendlemeier et al., 2000; Paescke, 2004). Angry speech tends to have a higher F0 value with 
more variations between maxima and minima over an utterance (Sendlemeier et al., 2000). 
Neutral speech has a lower F0 with less variation. An utterance with a high fundamental 
frequency at the end tends to give the impression of uncertainty, astonishment or surprise. A 
downward sloping F0 to the lower borders of the speaking range, found in most neutral 
utterances, gives a feeling of certainty and conviction (Sendlemeier et al. 2000).   
One of the previous studies done on the fundamental frequency movement showed that anger 
has a global trend that varies from -8 to +7 semitones per second which is much steeper than 
for neutral speech where the general trend is a slope downward with -3 semitones per second 
(Paescke, 2004).  
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3. Method  
Below follows an explanation of each step of our experiment. First the speech corpus is 
described and then the selection of the material used, after follows a description of the 
acoustic parameters chosen and how they were extracted. Finally the listening tests and the 
statistical analysis of the speech material are presented. 

3.1 Speech material 

The first step of the procedure was to pick out a number of appropriate voice samples to be 
used as speech material in the experiments.  

3.1.1 Speech material 
The data used were collected from messages recorded from real life commercial telephone 
services, mostly regarding flight information and the ordering of stamps and other material to 
postal offices. Thus the emotions expressed were all real. This presented a number of 
problems but it was also a great source of knowledge for understanding of real life situations. 
The original database consisted of 61 078 speech utterances of different length. All of them 
were classified into neutral, emphatic or negative by a senior voice researcher and 58 674 or 
96,1 %, were neutral, 1 055, or 1,7 % were emphatic, and 1 349, 2,2 %, were negative. Both 
angry and despondent utterances were included in these 2,2 %. The different phone calls were 
recorded during 30 days in November 2005. The utterances recorded were brief commands, 
mostly yes, no and other short words. 
Of the negative sound samples 11,7 % came from speakers who were negative for the first 
utterance, but only 4,6 % of the speakers were negative for all utterances. 35,7 % of the 
speakers become negative and then calmed down to neutral again.  

3.1.2 Selecting the speech material 
When going through the first three days of voice samples to learn more about the speech 
material the decision was made to have at least one neutral utterance for each selected 
speaker. The intention of having the same speaker for both neutral and negative utterances 
was to sort out individual speaker differences when analyzing the acoustic correlates to 
emotions. Another reason was the varying acoustic quality of the calls.  
After this all the negative sentences that previously had been marked were selected together 
with all the neutral belonging to the same speakers. The next step was then to pick out an 
appropriate number of neutral utterances for each speaker, as much as possible matching the 
amount of recordings and the words said in a negative way.  
After this selection the chosen speech material consisted of all negative utterances, matching 
neutral ones and also selected emphatic utterances, making about 1750 utterances in total. The 
problem now was that many of these utterances were not usable, due to repetitions, 
truncations, insufficient recording quality and other problems. Due to this a further selection 
was needed. All utterances with insufficient quality or no matching neutral sample were 
deleted. The remaining were marked with labels according to their level of anger: a0 for 
despondent utterances, a1 for least angry, a2 for angry and a3 for most angry. The emphatic 
utterances were marked with a+ and the neutral ones were unmarked. These marks were 
agreed upon by the author and two senior speech scientists at Speech, Music and Hearing, 
CSC, KTH. After this there were 626 utterances left; 290 natural, 39 emphatic, 27 despondent 
and 270 with the three levels of anger. Moreover, 206 utterances belonged to speakers with 
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more than one angry or emphatic utterance. Now it remained to decide how many and which 
utterances to use for our tests. An additional 13 utterances from a similar Voice Provider 
database recorded earlier were added. The intention was to use all 219 utterances in the test. 
However, only one utterance was classified as despondent.  
Thus all despondent utterances were re-examined and 20 were found to have a satisfying 
quality. These were added to the 219 already selected with a corresponding neutral utterance 
for each. Two more emphatic speech samples were also found. 
This left us with 261 utterances. Since our perception test program only could handle 100 
utterances at a time we decided to use the 200 most appropriate ones and let our subjects do 
two test runs each. The final 200 stimuli consisted of 81 neutral, 31 emphatic, 21 despondent, 
34 angry level 1, 29 angry level 2 and 4 angry level 3.  
The utterances came from 64 different callers. Some of the speakers had only two utterances 
to be used in the tests; others had six with different classifications. When analyzing the results 
we wanted to do it speaker dependently to avoid individual differences as noted above. It 
would also have been advantageous to do a gender specific analysis, but the corpus did not 
include any information about the gender of the speakers since it is hard to confidently make 
that decision just by listening to a voice.   
There are some ethical considerations when working with speech material like this, since it 
consists of speech from persons recorded without their knowledge. These recordings are only 
available for application development at Voice Provider and speech research at our 
department.  

3.2 Choosing speech parameters to analyze 

From previous studies it was possible to see a systematic pattern regarding the acoustic cues 
that had been chosen for analyzing. These were durations, speech amplitude, fundamental 
frequency and formant measures. Each of these were used in different combinations. 

Regarding durations many things are of interest: proportion of pauses, duration of syllables, 
syllable rate, voice attack time and total duration.  
Durations may be hard to measure for real life speech. An easy way would be to use a corpus 
that contained information about the phonetics of the speech and that had well defined start 
and end times. In previous studies syllable rate and other duration measures are often 
calculated for longer utterances. The importance of having a importance of having a well 
controlled corpus has often led to  the use of acted speech only. One problem with the corpus 
used in this experiment is the silences at the beginning and end of the utterances. In order to 
calculate syllables per second automatically they have to be removed.  The corpus does not 
contain any phonetic information. This means that if the syllable rate is to be calculated 
automatically the only option left is to extract the number of vowel cores in every utterance 
and its total duration. The difficulty foreseen with this made us choose to measure the syllable 
rate manually. 
The speech amplitudes are usually measured in dB. The absolute values of the amplitude have 
no direct meaning but can be used to compare different utterances for the same speaker and 
the same recording conditions. Because of the great level variations between the calls 
amplitude measurements can only be used in a relative way to compare neutral with the 
angry, emphatic or despondent utterances. In our experiments the minimum, maximum, mean 
and median of the amplitude was measured together with its standard deviation. 
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The fundamental frequency is one of the most important cues to measure when recognizing 
emotions in speech according to previous studies; as an example compare Petrushin who did a 
study on telephone messages (Petrushin 1999). The fundamental frequency contour, its jitter, 
mean, median, minimum, maximum and standard deviation are examples of parameters 
analyzed. There also seems to be a correlation between the amounts of high and low 
frequency energy and the perceived emotion of a speech sample. In our experiment we used 
the mean fundamental frequency, its median, minimum, maximum and standard deviation.    
The first three formants may be significant for emotion recognition in speech, both their 
frequencies and bandwidths. We used their maximum, minimum, mean, median frequencies 
and standard deviations and also the median of their bandwidths..                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

3.3 Extracting the acoustic values 

3.3.1 With Praat scripts 
In order to extract the values of the acoustic parameters from the selected voice samples the 
freeware program Praat was used. It is a computer program designed to analyze and modify 
speech and other sounds (Boersma 2007). Below in Figure 1 one can see the Praat edit 
window above the main program window. An utterance has been opened in the edit window 
that displays the speech wave and the formants.  

 
Figure 1, Praat edit window above the main program window 

All the functions in Praat that can be used manually can also be performed by scripts. Because 
of the great amount of data to be analyzed we used scripts to extract most of the acoustic 
parameters for our experiments.  
Two main scripts were used to extract the minimum, maximum, median and mean of the 
pitch, the amplitude and the three formants, see Appendix A.  Later one script was modified 
to extract formant bandwidths as well. The scripts use a list of speech files to extract their 
parameter values which are then output to a text file.  
The basic scripts were taken from a Praat website; they were then modified to fit the purpose 
of our work.    
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3.3.2 Syllable rate 
The syllable rate was manually measured using Praat. For each utterance the Edit window was 
opened and the speech part was marked. The number of syllables in the utterance was divided 
with its duration to get the syllable rate in syllables/second which was measured with two 
decimals. These measurements took time and effort but reduced errors that could have 
occurred if it had been done automatically. 

3.4 Pre-test 

3.4.1 Method 
Before the final experiment a smaller amount of utterances were carefully analyzed in order to 
see what results could be expected and if emotions affected the selected acoustic cues. Two 
speakers were chosen, one male and one female, and one angry and one neutral utterance for 
each. They were manually analyzed with Praat. The cues extracted were amplitude; minimum, 
maximum and mean, mean intensity in dB, pitch; minimum, maximum, median, mean and 
standard deviation and the first three formants; mean frequency and bandwidth. See values in 
Table 1.    
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Table 1, Values for the different acoustic cues for the utterances selected for the pre-tests 
Call 1 Call 2 

03, Kullaflyg 14-46-58, 041:5060 03, Gotlandsflyg 11-13-14, 028:5060 

 Utterance  Utterance 

 Neutral 01 Angry 16  Neutral 01 Angry 07 

Acoustic cue   Acoustic cue   

Amplitude  Amplitude  

Mean 0,0000925 0,000138 Mean 0,0000128 
-
0,0000336 

Maximum 0,699 0,980 Maximum 0,410 0,980 

Minimum -0,636 -0,980 Minimum -0,605 -0,980 

Stdv 0,083 0,174 Stdv 0,063 0,119 

      

Intensity dB  Intensity dB  

Mean 72,4 78,7 Mean 70,0 75,4 

      

Pitch Hz   Pitch Hz   

Median 137 211  Median 187 197 

Mean 138  194  Mean 183 192 

Minimum 86  97  Minimum 98 134 

Maximum 444  242  Maximum 263 350 

Stdv 51  41  Stdv 43 44 

      

Formant Hz  Formant Hz  

F1 713 689 F1 563 636 

B1 76 203 B1 123 142 

F2 1601 1402 F2 1361 1521 

B2 72 219 B2 266 263 

F3 2363 2363 F3 2405 2393 

B3 62 271 B3 207 363 

      

Duration Sec 1,99 2,41 Duration Sec 1,85 1,71 
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3.4.2 Results 
For both subjects the angry utterance had a greater mean intensity level, measured in decibel, 
and as seen in Table 1 the amplitude had a higher maximum value and a smaller minimum in 
the angry voice samples. The amplitude also had a larger standard deviation; implying that the 
voice intensity varies more as the subjects get more angry.   
Looking at the pitch values, it is clear that both the median and the mean are higher in the 
angry voice samples. The minima seemed to be a bit higher for both as well and even though 
the maxima didn’t follow any regular pattern one could clearly see that the pitch went up in 
general because of the rise of its mean. No conclusion could be made regarding the standard 
deviation. These results indicate an increase of the fundamental frequency as the subjects got 
angry. 
The frequency of the first, second and third formants did not seem to have changed much but 
there was a significant difference in their bandwidths. The bandwidths of the formants in the 
angry voice samples seemed to be greater for all three formants with only one exception, the 
second formant for the female. The increase in bandwidth was most obvious for the male 
samples. 
Even though these results look promising for recognizing emotions from acoustic cues our 
samples were carefully selected and of good acoustic quality. The results of the final 
experiments could therefore not be expected to be as significant. Our samples may not be 
representative for all of our selected utterances. 

3.5 Designing the perception experiments 
Petri Laukka at The Department of Psychology at Uppsala University provided us with a 
program called “Experimenter” for our listening tests. It presents the stimuli in random order 
and allows the listener to repeat them whenever wanted. Together with Petri we chose to ask 
the listeners to classify the stimuli along the following four dimensions: anger/irritation 
(Swedish: ilska/irritation), grief/despondence (sorg/uppgivenhet), neutral (neutral) and level 
of emotional intensity (känslans intensitet). The subjects were asked to rate the perceived 
level of each different category on a scale from 0 to 7.  
 The Experimeter program display can be seen in Figure 2 below. The questions were written 
in Swedish and all subjects had Swedish as their mother tongue. 
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Figure 2, Test setup in the Experimenter program, the subjects were asked to rate each 
utterance on four different scales 

The question at the top of the display was “What emotion (and with what emotional intensity) 
do you think the person expresses?” (Vilken känsla (och med vilken intensitet) tycker du att 
personen uttrycker?). The rulers for the four dimensions were presented below.  The test page 
also included the buttons “play again” (spela igen) and “next” (nästa). 
The program Experimeter could only handle a maximum of 100 sound samples. Thus the test 
was divided into two parts and different subjects started with different parts. The stimuli were 
presented in random order.  
To make sure that the test subjects fully understood the span of variation of the stimuli a pre-
test was performed. Five utterances were carefully chosen to give the listeners a good sense of 
the type of stimuli to expect. These samples were, of course, not included in following 
experiment so in total the subjects listened to 205 speech samples 

3.6 Why four dimensions 

The most common way to classify speech emotions in previous studies appears to be valence 
and activation. However, according to Laukka, 2004, emotions seem to be perceived in a 
discrete, categorical way as mentioned above. This was the main reason for our classification 
scheme. As can be seen in the description of our corpus it mostly contained emotions related 
to frustration while emotions such as joy or fear did not appear. Thus we only chose the 
emotion dimensions anger/irritation and grief/despondence. We wanted to separate these 
emotions to see if there were any acoustic differences between them. Neutral is included as a 
baseline. The fourth dimension added was emotional intensity. This dimension is similar to 
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activation, a measurement of the emotional intensity of the speech, which does not necessarily 
correspond to the amount of emotion present.  
It was our expectation that these dimensions would cover most emotions present in our speech 
corpus in an adequate way. 

3.7 Performing the experiment  

The subjects first read introductory instructions and then did the pre-test. The real experiment 
followed in two parts with 100 stimuli in each. Different subjects started with different parts. 
The full experiment took around 45 minutes.  

3.8 Subjects 

During two weeks 20 persons performed our experiment. The subjects were a mix of people 
working at Speech, Music and Hearing, CSC, KTH, fellow KTH students and friends from 
outside KTH.  
In the test group there were 7 females and 13 males. The average age was 29,5 years - the 
oldest was 61 years and the youngest 23 years.  

3.9 Median versus mean 

During our work with the Praat scripts to extract speech parameters it turned out that the 
median was more reliable than the mean. The median was also used to determine a perceived 
emotion from the subject scores as will be explained below. 

3.10 Reliability of the results 

The results from our listening experiments can not be used unless the consistency between the 
subjects is established. To do this Cronbach’s alpha was used (Cronbach, 1951). It is 
measured as a function between the number of test items, N, and the average inter-correlation 
among the items, r (UCLA, Academic Technology 2007). The Cronbach’s alpha increases as 
the number of items increase and as the average correlation increases. The Cronbach’s alpha 
formula can be seen below, the higher the value the more reliable the test. 

rN

rN

!"+

!
=

)1(1
#  

Results above 0,70 are considered as acceptable in most cases. When using the Cronbach’s 
alpha for the four dimensions of our experiments each dimension was tested separately. Since 
200 is a large number of stimuli the alpha value is expected to be high for good consistency. 
SPSS, a statistics program, had a function called RELIABILITY that we used to calculate the 
alpha value. The alpha value revealed a very good consistency for our experiment (greater 
than 0.96 for all dimensions) as can be seen in detail in Chapter 6, Results. 

3.11 Classification of emotion and emotional intensity 

Before the statistical treatment of our results every utterance was given a discrete emotion and 
discrete emotional intensity value based on the scores of our test subjects. The classification 
was made by their median scores. The median is a more reliable measure than the mean since 
just one test subject choosing a very different value could change the mean to much. This 
would not be the case if there were a large number of test subjects but twenty are not many 
enough.  
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The emotion of an utterance was classified to the emotion that had the highest median score 
when comparing the medians for anger/irritation, grief/despondence and neutral. The median 
was calculated using the SPSS function FREQUENCIES for every utterance and test 
dimension. This step was necessary to simplify the statistical analysis of our results, however, 
at the cost of discarding information. A stimulus given almost equal scores for anger, neutral 
or despondent was classified as angry if the anger value was a little higher. All utterances 
were classified to one emotion, with “a” for anger, “n” for neutral and “d” for despondent. 
The same procedure was repeated for the emotional intensity. Values above 3 were 
considered as high while values 3 or below were considered as low.  

Thus each utterance was given two classifications: one emotion and one regarding its 
emotional intensity. For a list of files and classifications see Appendix B. 
Besides used for giving every utterance a discrete emotion and emotional intensity the median 
values for each utterance on our four scales were correlated with the different acoustic 
parameters, to see if the utterances given a higher value had more significant acoustic cues.  

3.12 Finding utterances to compare 

When analyzing the results there were a number of factors that had to be considered. One of 
these was that the extracted acoustic values were speaker dependent. This means that during 
the statistical analysis the values from each speaker only could be compared to each other in 
order to get the correct results. There also had to be equally many utterances from each 
speaker for every comparison. 
Since speech and human hearing is often measured along logarithmic scales we will use 
logarithms when calculating most results. Interesting values are actually the quotas between 
values from utterances classified differently. Thus the utterances were paired, angry with 
neutral, angry with despondent, despondent with neutral and high emotional intensity with 
low emotional intensity. The acoustic values for the utterances pairs with different 
classifications were then compared using the log function log(x/y) = log(x) –log(y). 
The only value calculated in another way is the syllable rate, where the difference between 
two utterances is simply calculated by subtraction.  
The speech material consisted of 64 different speakers and, as mentioned earlier, a total of 
200 sound samples. The number of utterances for each speaker varied and ranged from just 
two to up to six different utterances. A number of suitable utterances had to be selected for 
each pair of classification. Only one pair for each speaker could be used. 
The utterances were paired starting with one neutral to one angry. Such pairs were found for 
29 different speakers, which meant that only 29 of the 64 speakers had one an angry and a 
neutral utterance. It is important to remember that the stimuli for our experiment were 
selected so that each speaker had one neutral and at least one angry or despondent utterance 
according to our classifications. This means that many speakers with an utterance originally 
classified as despondent did not have any utterance originally classified as angry.  
When trying to pair angry with the despondent utterances only two speakers were found. 
From this one could conclude could that not many speakers were considered to be both angry 
and despondent. But there is also another explanation for this. When selecting the utterances 
only very few speakers had an utterance classified as angry and one classified as despondent, 
because it was hard to find despondent utterances from speakers with many utterances. When 
looking at the results there were some speakers that our subjects considered to be despondent 
for all their utterances and these could not be used since there were no other utterances to 
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compare them to. Finding utterance pairs for despondent versus neutral was easier and 13 of 
these were found.   
As mentioned earlier the utterances with emotional intensity considered as high, scores above 
three, were compared to those classified as low, values three and below. Out of the 64 
speakers 50 had a pair where one was considered to have low emotional intensity and the 
other was considered to have high emotional intensity. 

3.13 Comparing values 

For each pair of classifications there were a number of different acoustic values to be 
analyzed regarding pitch, amplitude, syllable rate and the first three formants.   
For the pitch the median and the standard deviations were analyzed for all the different pairs 
of classified utterances using the log function (see above). For the amplitude the same was 
done with the median and the standard deviation. For the formants the median bandwidth and 
the median frequency were analyzed. All quotas were calculated using the logarithmic 
formula, compare section 3.12. The syllable rate was also compared using subtraction. The 
results were summarized in charts. 
Our goal was to see if the quotas for different acoustic parameters followed a certain pattern 
or if they tended to evolve around zero. If a significant part of the pairs had values differing 
enough from zero it would indicate a correlation between the emotion and the acoustic cue.  
For all of these pairs of utterances the median value given by the test subjects on the 
emotional intensity, despondent and angry scale were also compared. For each pair and each 
scale the two values were subtracted. This was done in order to get the difference between 
them so a correlation could be calculated between the median difference and the acoustic cues 
for the utterances pairs.  

3.13.1 The t-test 
In order to determine the statistical validity of the patterns from the results paired samples t-
tests were used. A paired samples t-test compares the means of two variables using the 
difference between pairs of values to see if it differs from zero.  
The null hypothesis is that there is no significant difference between the variables. The results 
are then given a level of significance. If this significance is low enough the null hypothesis 
can be neglected and difference exists. The level of significance can be chosen, and in our 
tests it had to be below 0,05 to be regarded as showing a significant difference between the 
variables. For the values analyzed with the logarithmic scale the log of the original values 
were used in the t-tests. 

3.14 Correlation 

As mentioned earlier all acoustic quotas from the logarithmic function, or differences from 
the subtractions, were analyzed in order to see if there was a significant correlation between 
the perceived emotion and the extracted acoustic cues.  

The correlation coefficients used were Pearson’s r and Spearman’s ρ. Pearson’s method is a 
parametric correlation method that automatically takes the assumption that the used values 
follow a Gaussian distribution. It calculates a linear association between two sets of data 
(Blyth et al. 1994). Spearman’s method is a nonparametric correlation test which means that 
the parameters used in the test is not determined in advance. Pearson correlation is based on 
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the ranks of the data rather than the actual values (Microbiology at Leicester 2007). The 
formula in itself is a bit complex but the tests are easily executed with SPSS (Wissler 1905).  
After calculating the Pearson or the Spearman coefficients the significance has to be 
controlled. This means that the value has to exceed a critical value in order to be regarded as 
significant. This limit can be found in tables and is calculated from a certain level of 
significance and the amount of items used in the correlation test. The level of significance 
tells us in how many percent of the cases the correlation could have occurred by chance. If the 
level is 0,05 then the value of the coefficient obtained will occur by chance in less then five 
cases out of a hundred (Del 2007). SPSS has a function that tells us if the coefficients of 
Spearman and Pearson are significant. If the value exceeds 0,05 then the two sets of data can 
not be considered to be correlated and no conclusion can be drawn. The function in SPSS 
gives the answer to whether an answer is significant or not and makes the tables used for 
checking the critical value unnecessary.  

For all the different pairs of utterances, except despondent compared with anger, a number of 
different arrays of values for the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients were 
calculated. Pitch, amplitude, both their standard deviation and syllable rate were compared to 
level of anger, despondency and emotional intensity. Syllable rate was also compared with 
pitch and amplitude, anger and despondency with level of emotional intensity and pitch with 
amplitude. The reason for excluding the despondent utterances compared with the angry ones 
was that there were not enough data for a reliable statistical analysis (only two pairs).  

3.15 Comparing classifications 

Our originally made classifications for selecting the stimuli were somewhat different from 
those obtained in the listening experiments. One of the main explanations for this could be 
that the original classifications were made listening to all the utterances for each speaker and 
comparing them to each other. The test subjects on the other hand listened to the utterances in 
a random order.  
To see how these two different classifications matched each other a confusion matrix was 
calculated between them. The result can be seen in Table 4 of the result section. 
Another matrix was calculated between the stimuli with high and low emotional intensity and 
the different emotions. This was made in order to analyze if there was any connection 
between the perceived emotion and the perceived emotional intensity. These results can be 
seen in Table 5 of the result section. 

3.16 Pitch contour experiment 

In many previous studies the fundamental frequency contour has been used for analyzing 
emotional speech and it seems to play an important role in the perception of emotions. 
However, one of the obstacles for the present experiment was that it is difficult to measure the 
pitch contour when dealing with a large number of utterances. One study using real emotional 
speech for the detection of anger ended their study by manipulating the pitch contours of a 
few selected utterances (Amir et al. 2003). As previously discussed the results showed a 
difference in the perception of anger as the pitch contour changed. 
As mentioned earlier angry speech tends to have an overall higher F0 and the variations of the 
fundamental frequency are usually significant (Amir et al. 2003).  The most common 
behaviour of the fundamental frequency contour is a slight decrease over a sentence. Angry 
speech tends to be steeper in the fall and sometimes a rise of the pitch at the end of an 
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utterance can bee seen. Neutral speech usually has a slight descending slope that gives the 
speech a sense of determination (Sendlemeier et al. 2000).  
Out of our 200 stimuli five were chosen for our pitch contour experiment. They had all been 
classified as angry by our listeners. Using Praat the pitch contours were manipulated trying to 
make the utterances sound less angry (Boersma 2007).  

First the fundamental frequency was decreased over the entire utterance. The contour was 
then smoothed so its variations became smaller. The contours can be seen in Figure 3, were 
the lower curves are the modified ones and the upper ones are the original pitch contours.  

 
Figure 3, Pitch contours, the upper curves are from before the change and the lower are from 
after the modification. Every plot represents one utterance. The graphs are from Praat. 

To determine if these new pitch contours would make any difference in the perceived emotion 
a small test was done. A number of subjects were asked to listen to the ten utterances in a 
random order, the five original ones and the five modified, and then decide how angry they 
perceived each utterance to be. The evaluation was done on a scale from zero to ten, were 
zero was considered neutral and ten very angry.  
The test group consisted of seven people, four women and three men. The average age was 28 
years; the youngest was 18 years and the oldest 52 years. Cronbach’s alpha was calculated on 
the results the same way as previously had been done to check the reliability. The median for 
each sound sample was then calculated. A paired samples t-test was used to determine 
weather the results showed any differences for the original and the modified utterances. 
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3.17 Limitations of the study 

When doing this master’s thesis some limitations on the study had to be made. Doing the right 
restrictions was an important part of the work, in order to include both the most important 
acoustic cues and the right dimensions to measure them in.  

The selection of acoustic parameters was made based on previous studies. Certainly there are 
several others that could have been included which might have altered the results, but 
constraining them was necessary mainly due to the limited time available. This means that 
there could be aspects not investigated that might have given significant results. However, 
this does not limit the significance of the results obtained from the analyzed values.  
One limitation was the number of test subjects essentially due to lack of time. However, we 
obtained many significant results. The 200 utterances used for the test was regarded to be a 
maximum and this was confirmed by the time to do the test, 45 minutes, which hardly could 
be much longer. More stimuli would have required more subjects listening to other sets of 
stimuli. However, the number of suitable utterances was limited as detailed above.  
Only acoustic cues were used for our analysis while lexical cues were ignored. Including them 
might have altered the results since they might have affected the test subjects’ perception of 
the selected emotions. On the other hand the lexical content in our corpus is very limited due 
to the small number of words in the utterances. 
A clear advantage of our study is that it is based on real emotional speech. Thus it gives 
indications of how emotional speech can be measured in real life applications.  
The pitch contour was only briefly investigated because of the time limit. The importance of it 
would have been interesting to test more in detail that might have given more specific results.   
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4. Prediction of results 

From previous studies on our subject a few predictions regarding the expected results could 
be made.  

First the perception of emotions was expected to be affected by individual differences. This 
difference was not analyzed in this study.  
Pitch appears to be the main acoustic cue for emotion recognition (Petrushin 1999). When 
looking at the influence of anger on speech parameters the fundamental frequency seems to be 
the most significant indicator (Banse et al. 1996). The pitch increases with the amount of 
anger. However, the difference between the maximum and minimum fundamental frequency 
decreases with the amount of anger (Amir et al. 2003). The pitch contour is an important cue 
for the perceived emotion of a speech sample. By changing the contour of an angry utterances 
one can make it sound less angry (Amir et al. 2003). 
The amplitude is expected to increase with the amount of anger. It is also expected to increase 
with the perceived level of emotional intensity. Amplitude is, however, unreliable for 
telephone speech. Both the telephone line and the noise level affect the amplitude 
measurements.  
Some researchers differ between “hot” and “cold” anger. Both express anger that is expressed 
differently and therefore make different changes in the acoustic cues (Pereira, 2000). We have 
not made this distinction. 
The utterances perceived as having a high degree of despondency most likely contained both 
frustration and sadness. A sad utterance is expected to have a decrease in both amplitude and 
fundamental frequency when compared to a neutral one (Banse et al. 1996). A frustrated 
utterance on the other hand appears to result in an increase of the fundamental frequency and 
is more related to anger.  
The syllable rate is expected to decrease for a despondent utterance while it increases for an 
angry one. 

Real life telephone speech most probably results in a larger variation than acted speech 
recorded in an office (Amir et al. 2003). 
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5. Factors affecting the results  

Below we discuss some factors that may have affected our results for the different stages of 
our experiments.  

5.1 The acoustic parameters 

The choice of acoustic parameters is a crucial factor that will affect our results.  However, we 
tried to select parameters that had been shown to be prominent in earlier studies. 

The automatic extraction of the acoustic cues in Praat is not completely reliable. Irregularities 
in the acoustic cues make mean values less reliable than medians. The acoustic quality may 
have affected Praat in recognising the voiced parts of an utterance.   
Measuring the syllable rate manually may have been distorted by various human factors. Even 
though automatic extraction would have been more unreliable there is still the possibility of 
doing something incorrectly when doing it manually. 

5.2 The experiment 

It is hard to claim that the dimensions chosen for our experiments were sufficient for covering 
the emotions in the utterances and if they could give a good image of the perceived emotions 
in the speech samples.  
The samples were presented in random order which put the test subjects a situation where 
they had to evaluate each sample individually. This most probably causes differences in the 
classifications since the test subjects did their classifications in different order. This may, e.g. 
cause a neutral utterances to be classified as angry or an angry to be considered neutral 
depending on the preceding stimuli. People talking to voice recognition services, such as the 
one used for collecting our corpus, sometimes tend to exaggerate their articulation in order to 
make the computer better understand what they say. This can make them sound angrier and 
more agitated than normal. When selecting the speech material one can, e.g. hear how a 
speaker starts out neutral and gets more and more angry due to increasing frustration. 
However, for someone hearing the utterances in random order this is not as obvious. 

The neutral bar caused problems for some since to them it was not obvious what more or less 
neutral meant. Some of the test subjects wanted somehow automatically follow the anger bar. 
At times is seems that the subjects only moved the anger bar and forgot about the neutral bar. 
People also tended to leave on the default value when an emotion was not significantly 
present. 
The emotional intensity dimension was interpreted in different ways affecting the 
interpretation of it. Although it was explained in the same way to all subjects some seemed to 
perceive it very differently. Some regarded neutral utterances as not being able to have any 
emotional intensity.  
Some of the test subjects complained about the lack of bars for emotions not included in our 
test. We considered adding a fifth dimension such as joy but after discussing it with test 
subjects it seemed that it could cause confusion, so it was removed.  
It is natural the subject lost focus at times but these effects were should be limited by 
presenting the stimuli in random order.  
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When setting up the experiment numbers were considered a possible way of classifying the 
samples. This requires the test subjects to convert the amount of perceived emotion into a 
number. Instead we chose to mark the scales with words like “none at all”, “a bit”, “much” 
and “very much” (in Swedish). This may work better than numbers but the definition of 
“much” also requires an interpretation.  

5.3 The voice corpus 

When dealing with speech recorded in various conditions a lot of inconsistencies may occur. 
The amplitude of the speech varies considerably when recorded over the phone and 
background noise may furthermore disturb the signal. Doing our analysis speaker by speaker 
reduces these factors but still the noise in the background may change or the speaker may 
hold the phone another way for different utterances. 
Real life emotional speech is more complex than acted. An utterance may contain more than 
one emotion and the emotion may change over the utterance.  
In our statistical analysis only acoustic cues were considered while lexical cues were ignored. 
Our results could have been affected by the words the speakers used. 
Some test subjects said that sighs at the beginning or end of an utterance made them rate it as 
more angry or despondent than they in retrospect considered it to be. This could affect the 
results since sighs do not significantly influence fundamental frequency or amplitude. The 
syllable rate may also be inexact due to the many short utterances and the diverse words used 
by the speakers. 

5.4 The statistical analysis 

Before comparing the different emotions statistically every utterances was given a discrete 
emotion and a discrete emotional intensity as mentioned above in Section 3.11. This was 
necessary to simplify the statistical analysis, but it also resulted in a loss of information. This 
meant that two utterances, though having substantially different scores, could end up with the 
same discrete classification.  

However, the continuous median score values were used when looking for possible 
correlations between emotions and acoustic parameters.  
Another problem is caused by lack of data. Only 13 despondent/neutral pairs were found 
reducing the value of this comparison. Also, there were only two angry/despondent pairs 
making the statistical analysis of them of no value.  

5.5 The pitch contour 

When testing how the change of the pitch contour changed the emotion perception only a few 
utterances were chosen. Even though they were presented in random order, the small number 
of samples could mean that the test person could compare the utterances, and give a modified 
one a lower angry score.  
Because of the limited time available only a small number of test persons conducted the test. 
Though the results are compelling they can not be considered significant. 
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6. Results  
Below the results for comparing different emotions to each other are presented. After that we 
give results for the correlations between emotions and speech parameters.  Finally we give the 
outcome of the pitch contour modifications.  

6.1 Cronbach’s alpha  

The alpha values for the listeners test turned out to be high giving all tests good reliability, see 
Table 2. One reason is the large number of tested items. The results mean that our test scores 
are reliable enough to draw conclusions from and that the tests, if done once more, would not 
give very different results.  

Table 2, Cronbach’s alpha 
 Anger Neutral Despondent Emotional intensity 

Alpha value 0,991 0,982 0,992 0,986 

6.2 Angry versus neutral 

A number of different values were compared for pairing an angry utterance to a neutral one. 
They were: the fundamental frequency and its standard deviation, the first three formants and 
their bandwidths, the amplitude and its standard deviation and lastly the syllable rate. Paired 
samples t-tests were used to see if any significant correlations were at hand.  
The fundamental frequency was higher for utterances perceived as angry. The t-value was t(27) 
= 5.27, p < 0.0001. Thus the difference between neutral and angry utterances is obvious. The increase 
in the fundamental frequency can be seen in Figure 4. A majority of the utterance pairs have 
values above zero meaning a higher pitch for anger. Thus the null hypothesis was discarded.  
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Figure 4. The logarithm of the ratio of the fundamental frequency for angry and neutral 
utterance pairs. Each pair represents one speaker. 

The amplitude also increased with anger, t(27) = 3.66, p < 0.001. But its standard deviation 
did not change significantly with anger. 
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Even though one could expect people to speak faster when being angry, this could not be 
statistically proven. 
For the formant values only the bandwidths seemed to change with the perception of anger. 
The third and second formant bandwidths decreased as the utterances were perceived as more 
angry. For the second formant t(27) = -2.43, p < 0.05, and for the third t(27) = -2.31, p < 0.05. 

6.3 Despondent versus neutral 

No measures of the fundamental frequency showed any statistically relevant differences 
between the despondent and the neutral voice. However, the standard deviation of the 
amplitude decreased as the utterances were perceived as more despondent. The t-value was 
t(11) = -2.59, p < 0.05. 

The syllable rate also decreased as an utterance got more despondent. The difference can be 
seen in Figure 5. As may be seen, only one of the speakers had a slower syllable rate for the 
neutral utterance t(11) = -3.03, p < 0.05. 
No significant t-values were found for the formants or the fundamental frequency and its 
standard deviation.  
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Figure 5. Syllable rate difference between despondent and neutral utterance pairs. Each pair 
represents one speaker. 

6.4 Despondent versus angry 

As previously mentioned only two utterance pairs were found in this case, this is too few for a 
statistical analysis. 

6.5 High versus low emotional intensity  

The fundamental frequency increased as the intensity rose. The t-value was t(48) = 2.93, p < 
0.005. However, its standard deviation did not show any change. 
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The amplitude was expected to increase with the perceived intensity and this was also the 
case, t(48) = 2.12, p < 0.05, see Figure 6 below. 
The syllable rate decreased as the perception of intensity increased, t(48) = -2.66, p < 0.05. 

These results mean that increased emotional intensity is accompanied by higher pitch, 
increased speech amplitude and slower speaking rate. 

The formant measures did not change significantly between high and low emotional intensity 
speech. 
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Figure 6. The logarithm of the ratio between the amplitude of high emotional intensity and 
low emotional intensity utterance pairs. Each pair represents one speaker. 

6.6 Examples 

In Table 3 below one can clearly see how speech parameters change with the perceived 
emotion for the two speakers. For the first speaker one neutral and one despondent utterance 
were selected and for the second speaker one neutral and one angry utterance were picked.  

Table 3. Examples of speech parameter changes between neutral and despondent speech and 
also between neutral and angry speech. Significant changes are written in bold face. 
Call 29pp-13-46-20 07pp-11-20-07 

 Utt 4, neutral Utt 7, despondent Utt 7, neutral Utt13, angry 

Pitch 97,2 95,96 137,84 148,24 

Pitch stdv 18,73 15,79 35,14 30,56 

Amplitude 25,03 38,49 48,27 58,38 

Amplitude stdv 16,81 13,21 17,53 19,89 

Syllable rate 3,37 2,61 3,03 3,36 

Emotional 
intensity 

3 2 4 4 

Anger 1 0,5 0 2,5 
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Despondent 0,5 4 0 0 

The t-test showed that for despondent utterances the standard deviation of the amplitude and 
the syllable rate decreased when compared to neutral. 
For the second speaker the pitch and the amplitude increased for the utterance perceived as 
angry compared to the neutral one.   

6.7 Correlation measures 

We also checked for correlations between the perceptual scores and the acoustic measures. 
The values for all our correlation tests can be found in Appendix C. Most of them were not 
significant when calculating the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients. However, 
some significant correlations were found, and are described below.  
The pitch compared to the degree of despondency for both the despondent/neutral, r = -0.66, p 
< 0.05, see Figure 7. 
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Figure 7, Perceived despondency difference between despondent and neutral utterance pairs 
as a function of the logarithm of the F0-ratio between the respective utterances. Each pair 
represents one speaker. 
The pitch for the high/low emotional pairs gave a negative correlation, r = -0.51, p < 0.001.  

For the emotional high/low pairs the standard deviation of the amplitude had a negative 
correlation with the degree of despondency, r = -0.49, p < 0.001, and the amplitude had a 
positive correlation to the degree of emotional intensity, r = 0.30, p < 0.05, compare Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Perceived level of emotional intensity difference between high emotional intensity 
and low emotional intensity utterance pairs as a function of the logarithm of the amplitude-
ratio between the respective utterances. Each pair represents one speaker. 

The pitch correlated to the amplitude had a positive correlation for the high/low emotional 
pairs of utterances, r = 0.39, p < 0.01. 
No correlation was found between the median level of amplitude and anger. 

There was a strong correlation for anger with the level of emotional intensity for the 
angry/neutral pairs, r = 0.62, p < 0.001, high/low emotional intensity pairs, r = 0,60, p < 0.001 
and despondent/neutral pairs, r = 0.56, p < 0.05. 

6.8 Comparing classifications 

Our original classification, as mentioned above, labelled utterances into four groups, angry, 
neutral, despondent and emphatic. In our experiment the subjects gave scores for three 
emotions: angry, neutral and despondent. Sometimes these scores were the same for two or 
even all three emotions. These utterances are labelled as an, if anger and neutral had the same 
score, ad if anger and despondent were the same, dn if despondent and neutral were the same 
and adn if all three emotions had the same score, which occurred for one utterance. A 
confusion matrix between original emotions and the perceived emotions from our experiment 
are shown in Table 4 below.  
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Table 4. Confusion matrix between original emotion classifications and perceived emotions 
for the 200 test utterances. 

Original emotion / 
perceived emotion 

angry neutral despondent an ad dn adn  Total 

angry 36 26 0 3 1 0 1 67 

neutral 3 65 11 0 0 2 0 81 

despondent 2 2 15 0 0 2 0 21 

emphatic 3 24 1 3 0 0 0 31 

Total 44 117 27 6 1 4 1 200 

 
As seen in the Table most of the original angry utterances were perceived as angry, but a large 
amount were perceived as neutral. The neutral utterances were mostly judged to be neutral, 
even though some were considered despondent. The despondent utterances were only 21 from 
the start and 15 were considered despondent. In the original labelling there was a category 
called emphatic which was not used in our tests. A clear majority of them were judged as 
neutral. The stimuli perceived as a “mixed” emotions are rather few. Overall the 
correspondence between the two classifications is quite good. 

The correlation between the perceived emotion of an utterance and the high or low emotional 
intensity can be seen in Table 5. 
Table 5, emotional intensity correlated with perceived emotion 

Original emotion / 
perceived emotion angry neutral despondent an ad dn adn  Total 

high 44 45 18 5 1 1 0 124 

low 0 72 9 1 0 3 1 86 

Total  44 117 27 6 1 4 1 200 

 
All the angry utterances were considered to have a high emotional intensity and a majority of 
the despondent ones as well, while most of the neutral utterances were considered to have a 
low emotional intensity. The result is expected with a tendency for the emotional utterances to 
have an increased emotional intensity.  

6.9 Pitch contour 

The tests on how the manipulation of the pitch contour affected the perception of anger gave a 
promising result. The Cronbach’s alpha for the test subjects’ ratings was 0,851, which 
indicates a good consistency across the subjects.  

The scores for the angry stimuli were compared to those for the modified ones. A paired 
samples t-test gave a t value of 2,7 with a significance level of 0,011. The mean score 
difference was 1,2 for the original subtracted with the modified. This means that the 
difference in perceived anger between the two pairs of utterances is statistically proven and 
that the modification of the pitch contour changed the perceived anger of the stimuli. 
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7. Discussion 

The results above indicate that the perception of anger, despondency and level of emotional 
intensity are noticeable in the acoustic cues of real life telephone speech. Below we will 
summarize what features of our corpus that make an utterance sound angry or despondent and 
which acoustic attributes result in the perception of high or low emotional intensity.  

7.1 What makes speech sound angry?  

Our results show that fundamental frequency is an important acoustic cue for the perception 
of anger in speech. It increases with the level of anger.  

Also the pitch contour is an important factor for the perception of anger. Manipulating the 
contour changes the perceived emotion. Decreasing the pitch and its variation makes a person 
sound less angry. However, which of these changes that is most important cannot be said 
since both were manipulated in parallel. 
The amplitude also increased with the perception of anger. Thus, of the speech parameters 
included in our study, pitch and amplitude are the two main cues for anger. This is in 
agreement with previous studies that report that an angry person speaks louder and with a 
higher pitch. According to Wilting et al., 2006, the increased articulation efforts of an angry 
person cause these changes to prosody.  
The syllable rate did not increase for the angry utterances as expected from previous studies. 
A reason could be the increased articulation effort people use when speaking to a machine, 
especially if it does not understand them.  
The second and third formant bandwidths decreased for the angry utterances. A reason might 
be that angry persons tense their muscles resulting in less energy loss of the formants, which 
in turn decreases their bandwidth. 

7.2 What makes speech sound despondent? 

Despondent utterances had a decreased syllable rate compared to neutral ones. This is in line 
with previous studies that report that people tend to speak more slowly when they are sad or 
despondent. Another cue for despondent utterances was the decrease of the standard deviation 
of the speech amplitude. Both findings are in agreement with earlier findings for sad speech 
(Laukka, 2004) although despondency and sadness are different emotions. Despondency 
reflects a feeling of getting tired over the stupid machine and giving up the hope of getting it 
to understand anything at all. Thus the frustration of persons talking to a computer that does 
not understand them may either result in anger or despondency having very diverse effects on 
their speech.  
A negative correlation was found between the level of despondency and the pitch. This has 
also been reported in earlier work, compare Banse et al., 1996.  

7.3 What characterises high and low emotional intensity? 

Our study shows that an utterance perceived as having a high emotional intensity has higher 
pitch, larger amplitude and slower syllable rate. The change in pitch and amplitude is 
expected since many of the previous studies showed an increase in both pitch and amplitude 
as the perceived emotional intensity increases. 
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People speaking with an intense voice speak louder and increase their pitch just like when 
they are angry. Since all of the angry utterances but only 36 % of the neutral were classified 
as having a high emotional intensity these results were not unexpected. The amplitude showed 
a positive correlation to the degree of emotional intensity meaning that the louder a person 
speaks the more intense they sound. This was also expected since a louder speech signal is in 
many previous studies perceived as being more activatited, an emotional dimension very 
similar to the emotional intensity used in our study. The amplitude is also positively 
correlated to the pitch showing that both increase as a person is perceived as more 
emotionally intense.  

As noted above no connection was found between syllable rate and anger. However, the 
despondent utterances showed a decreased syllable rate. A total of 67 % of the despondent 
utterances were considered to have a high emotional intensity. This is one explanation for the 
decreased syllable rate for high emotional intensity. Another factor is that intense speakers 
articulate more distinctly. After listening to the speech material it seems that an annoyed 
person trying to speak to a computer tends to talk slowly and emphasize every word as if the 
computer is “stupid” and this will in turn decrease the syllable rate.  
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8. Conclusion 

The answer to the main question: “When using real emotional speech, is the perceived 
emotion noticeable in acoustic cues of that speech?” is yes.  

Our study shows that anger can be noticeable in the rise of fundamental frequency and 
amplitude.  
Despondency is noticeable in a decreased syllable rate. The degree of perceived of 
despondency also shows a negatively correlation to the pitch. 

Emotional intensity increases the pitch level and the speech amplitude and decreases the 
syllable rate. Amplitude and pitch show a positive correlation for emotionally intense speech. 
The amplitude also has a positive correlation to the degree of emotional intensity.  

The perceived level of emotional intensity has a strong positive correlation to the perceived 
degree of anger. 
To conclude, we show that the expression of anger, despondency and level of emotional 
intensity is observable in the acoustic cues of real life spontaneous speech. These results are 
generally in line with the ones found in previous studies using acted speech (e.g., Juslin & 
Laukka, 2003), as well as spontaneous speech (e.g., Amir et al., 2003). The present study also 
introduces some novel aspects, e.g., the investigation of emotional intensity in spontaneous 
speech. 
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9. Future studies 

A further investigation of the pitch contour manipulation would be interesting. In the present 
study the importance of the pitch contour was only briefly tested. Which of the changes that 
led to the results and how much it affected the perception of anger could not be told from this 
experiment. It would have been interesting to see how the shape and direction of the contour 
affects the emotional perception of speech.  
It would be interesting to analyze real life recorded speech material containing other 
emotions, such as happiness and excitement.  
Using more test persons would have given more reliable results and it might also have lead to 
other conclusions. Some acoustic cues showed tendencies to change significantly with the 
perception of emotion, but that could not be statistically proven. More speech material and 
test persons might have done that. 
The number acoustic cues analyzed were very limited. There was not enough time to include 
additional cues that could have been of significance for the perception of emotions. Real life 
emotions are complex and affected by many different cues, and the exclusion of some of them 
may not give a true picture of how they are realised in the speech signal.  
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Appendix A - Praat scripts 

 
Script used for calculating the fundamental frequency 
 
# This script goes through sound and TextGrid files in a directory, 
# opens each pair of Sound and TextGrid, calculates the pitch maximum 
# of each labeled interval, and saves results to a text file. 
# To make some other or additional analyses, you can modify the script 
# yourself... it should be reasonably well commented! ;) 
# 
# This script is distributed under the GNU General Public License. 
# Copyright 4.7.2003 Mietta Lennes 
# 
# Modified by Jonas Lindh for Mimmi, 2007 
# 
 
form Analyze pitch maxima from labeled segments in files 
        comment Directory of sound files 
        text sound_directory T:\corpora\voiceprovider\'Read Strings from raw text file... 
C:\praatjan\testfiles.txt' 
        sentence Sound_file_extension .wav 
        comment Full path of the resulting text file: 
        text resultfile C:\praatjan\pitchdublett.txt 
        comment Pitch analysis parameters 
        positive Time_step 0.01 
        positive Minimum_pitch_(Hz) 75 
        positive Maximum_pitch_(Hz) 300 
endform 
 
# Here, you make a listing of all the sound files in a directory. 
# The example gets file names ending with ".wav" from D:\tmp\ 
 
#Create Strings as file list... list 'sound_directory$'*'sound_file_extension$' 
 
Read Strings from raw text file... F:\wavfiles2\dublett.txt 
Rename... list 
 
numberOfFiles = Get number of strings 
 
# Check if the result file exists: 
if fileReadable (resultfile$) 
        pause The result file 'resultfile$' already exists! Do you want to overwrite it? 
        filedelete 'resultfile$' 
endif 
 
# Write a row with column titles to the result file: 
# (remember to edit this if you add or change the analyses!) 
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titleline$ = "Filename'tab$'Max'tab$'Min'tab$'Mean'tab$'Median'tab$'Std'newline$'" 
fileappend "'resultfile$'" 'titleline$' 
 
 
# Go through all the sound files, one by one: 
 
for ifile to 'numberOfFiles' 
 #echo 'ifile' of 'numberOfFiles' 'newline$' 
       select Strings list 
        filename$ = Get string... 'ifile' 
        # A sound file is opened from the listing: 
        #Read from file... 'sound_directory$''filename$' 
 Read from file... F:\wavfiles2\'filename$' 
        # Starting from here, you can add everything that should be  
        # repeated for every sound file that was opened: 
        soundname$ = selected$ ("Sound", 1) 
        To Pitch... time_step minimum_pitch maximum_pitch 
        max = Get maximum... 0 0 Hertz None 
        min = Get minimum... 0 0 Hertz None 
        mean = Get mean... 0 0 Hertz 
        median = Get quantile... 0 0 0.5 Hertz 
        stdev = Get standard deviation... 0 0 Hertz 
 
        # Save result to text file: 
        resultline$ = 
"'soundname$''tab$''max:2''tab$''min:2''tab$''mean:2''tab$''median:2''tab$''stdev:2''newl
ine$'" 
        fileappend "'resultfile$'" 'resultline$' 
 
        # Remove the temporary objects from the object list 
        select Sound 'soundname$' 
        plus Pitch 'soundname$' 
        Remove 
        select Strings list 
        # and go on with the next sound file! 
endfor 
Remove 
echo då var det klart importa data från 'resultfile$' 
printline mvh Jonas 
#------------- 
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Script used for calculating the formant frequencies and the amplitude 
 
# This script goes through sound and TextGrid files in a directory, 
# opens each pair of Sound and TextGrid, calculates the pitch maximum 
# of each labeled interval, and saves results to a text file. 
# To make some other or additional analyses, you can modify the script 
# yourself... it should be reasonably well commented! ;) 
# 
# This script is distributed under the GNU General Public License. 
# Copyright 4.7.2003 Mietta Lennes 
# 
# Modified by Jonas Lindh for Mimmi, 2007 
# 
 
form Analyze formants and amplitude in files 
        comment Directory of sound files 
        text sound_directory C:\wavfiles\ 
        sentence Sound_file_extension .wav 
        comment Full path of the resulting text file: 
        text resultfile C:\wavfiles\form_ampl_results_dublett.txt 
        comment Formant analysis parameters 
        positive Nr_formants 3 
        positive Maximum_(Hz) 3500 
endform 
 
# Here, you make a listing of all the sound files in a directory. 
# The example gets file names ending with ".wav" from D:\tmp\ 
 
#Create Strings as file list... list 'sound_directory$'*'sound_file_extension$' 
Read Strings from raw text file... F:\wavfiles2\dublett.txt 
Rename... list 
numberOfFiles = Get number of strings 
 
# Check if the result file exists: 
if fileReadable (resultfile$) 
        pause The result file 'resultfile$' already exists! Do you want to overwrite it? 
        filedelete 'resultfile$' 
endif 
 
# Write a row with column titles to the result file: 
# (remember to edit this if you add or change the analyses!) 
 
titleline$ = 
"Filename'tab$'Minf1'tab$'Minf2'tab$'Minf3'tab$'Maxf1'tab$'Maxf2'tab$'Maxf3'tab$'
Meanf1'tab$'Meanf2'tab$'Meanf3'tab$'Medianf1'tab$'Medianf2'tab$'Medianf3'tab$'St
df1'tab$'Stdf2'tab$'Stdf3'tab$'Min_SPL'tab$'Max_SPL'tab$'Mean_SPL'tab$'Median_
SPL'tab$'Stdev_SPL'newline$'" 
fileappend "'resultfile$'" 'titleline$' 
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# Go through all the sound files, one by one: 
 
for ifile to numberOfFiles 
#        select Strings list 
        filename$ = Get string... ifile 
        # A sound file is opened from the listing: 
        #Read from file... 'sound_directory$''filename$' 
 Read from file... F:\wavfiles2\'filename$' 
        # Starting from here, you can add everything that should be  
        # repeated for every sound file that was opened: 
        soundname$ = selected$ ("Sound", 1) 
        To Formant (burg)... 0 nr_formants maximum 0.025 50 
 
        meanf1 = Get mean... 1 0 0 Hertz 
        meanf2 = Get mean... 2 0 0 Hertz 
        meanf3 = Get mean... 3 0 0 Hertz 
 
        medianf1 = Get quantile... 1 0 0 Hertz 0.5 
        medianf2 = Get quantile... 2 0 0 Hertz 0.5 
        medianf3 = Get quantile... 3 0 0 Hertz 0.5 
 
        minf1 = Get minimum... 1 0 0 Hertz Parabolic 
        minf2 = Get minimum... 2 0 0 Hertz Parabolic 
        minf3 = Get minimum... 3 0 0 Hertz Parabolic 
 
        maxf1 = Get maximum... 1 0 0 Hertz Parabolic 
        maxf2 = Get maximum... 2 0 0 Hertz Parabolic 
        maxf3 = Get maximum... 3 0 0 Hertz Parabolic 
 
        stdevf1 = Get standard deviation... 1 0 0 Hertz 
        stdevf2 = Get standard deviation... 2 0 0 Hertz 
        stdevf3 = Get standard deviation... 3 0 0 Hertz 
        Remove 
 
        #Make intensity calcs 
        select Sound 'soundname$' 
        To Intensity... 70 0 yes 
        meanspl = Get mean... 0 0 energy 
        medianspl = Get quantile... 0 0 0.5 
        stdspl = Get standard deviation... 0 0 
        minspl = Get minimum... 0 0 Parabolic 
        maxspl = Get maximum... 0 0 Parabolic 
 
        # Save result to text file: 
        resultline$ = 
"'soundname$''tab$''minf1:2''tab$''minf2:2''tab$''minf3:2''tab$''maxf1:2''tab$''maxf2:2''
tab$''maxf3:2''tab$''meanf1:2''tab$''meanf2:2''tab$''meanf3:2''tab$''medianf1:2''tab$''m
edianf2:2''tab$''medianf3:2''tab$''stdevf1:2''tab$''stdevf2:2''tab$''stdevf3:2''tab$''minspl
:2''tab$''maxspl:2''tab$''meanspl:2''tab$''medianspl:2''tab$''stdspl:2''newline$'" 
        fileappend "'resultfile$'" 'resultline$' 
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        # Remove the temporary objects from the object list 
        select Sound 'soundname$' 
        plus Intensity 'soundname$' 
        Remove 
        select Strings list 
        # and go on with the next sound file! 
endfor 
Remove 
echo då var det klart importa data från 'resultfile$' 
printline mvh Jonas 
#------------- 
 
Script used to calculate the formant bandwidth 
 
# This script goes through sound and TextGrid files in a directory, 
# opens each pair of Sound and TextGrid, calculates the pitch maximum 
# of each labeled interval, and saves results to a text file. 
# To make some other or additional analyses, you can modify the script 
# yourself... it should be reasonably well commented! ;) 
# 
# This script is distributed under the GNU General Public License. 
# Copyright 4.7.2003 Mietta Lennes 
# 
# Modified by Jonas Lindh for Mimmi, 2007 
# 
 
form Analyze formants and ampl in files 
        comment Directory of sound files 
        text sound_directory C:\wavfiles\ 
        sentence Sound_file_extension .wav 
        comment Full path of the resulting text file: 
        text resultfile C:\wavfiles\formbandwidth_results.txt 
        comment Formant analysis parameters 
        positive Nr_formants 3 
        positive Maximum_(Hz) 3500 
endform 
 
# Here, you make a listing of all the sound files in a directory. 
# The example gets file names ending with ".wav" from D:\tmp\ 
 
#Create Strings as file list... list 'sound_directory$'*'sound_file_extension$' 
Read Strings from raw text file... F:\wavfiles2\selectedu.txt 
Rename... list 
numberOfFiles = Get number of strings 
 
# Check if the result file exists: 
if fileReadable (resultfile$) 
        pause The result file 'resultfile$' already exists! Do you want to overwrite it? 
        filedelete 'resultfile$' 
endif 
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# Write a row with column titles to the result file: 
# (remember to edit this if you add or change the analyses!) 
 
titleline$ = "Filename'tab$'f1'tab$'f2'tab$'f3'newline$'" 
fileappend "'resultfile$'" 'titleline$' 
 
 
# Go through all the sound files, one by one: 
 
for ifile to numberOfFiles 
#        select Strings list 
        filename$ = Get string... ifile 
        # A sound file is opened from the listing: 
        #Read from file... 'sound_directory$''filename$' 
 Read from file... F:\wavfiles2\'filename$' 
        # Starting from here, you can add everything that should be  
        # repeated for every sound file that was opened: 
        soundname$ = selected$ ("Sound", 1) 
        To Formant (burg)... 0 nr_formants maximum 0.025 50 
 
        meanf1 = Get mean... 1 0 0 Hertz 
        meanf2 = Get mean... 2 0 0 Hertz 
        meanf3 = Get mean... 3 0 0 Hertz 
 
        medianf1 = Get quantile... 1 0 0 Hertz 0.5 
        medianf2 = Get quantile... 2 0 0 Hertz 0.5 
        medianf3 = Get quantile... 3 0 0 Hertz 0.5 
 
        minf1 = Get minimum... 1 0 0 Hertz Parabolic 
        minf2 = Get minimum... 2 0 0 Hertz Parabolic 
        minf3 = Get minimum... 3 0 0 Hertz Parabolic 
 
        maxf1 = Get maximum... 1 0 0 Hertz Parabolic 
        maxf2 = Get maximum... 2 0 0 Hertz Parabolic 
        maxf3 = Get maximum... 3 0 0 Hertz Parabolic 
 
        stdevf1 = Get standard deviation... 1 0 0 Hertz 
        stdevf2 = Get standard deviation... 2 0 0 Hertz 
        stdevf3 = Get standard deviation... 3 0 0 Hertz 
 
 bandwidthf1 = Get quantile of bandwidth... 1 0 0 Hertz 0.5 
 bandwidth_at_timef1 = Get bandwidth at time... 1 0.5 Hertz Linear 
  
 bandwidthf2 = Get quantile of bandwidth... 2 0 0 Hertz 0.5 
 bandwidth_at_timef2 = Get bandwidth at time... 2 0.5 Hertz Linear 
 
 bandwidthf3 = Get quantile of bandwidth... 3 0 0 Hertz 0.5 
 bandwidth_at_timef3 = Get bandwidth at time... 3 0.5 Hertz Linear 
 
        Remove 
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        #Make intensity calcs 
        select Sound 'soundname$' 
        To Intensity... 70 0 yes 
        meanspl = Get mean... 0 0 energy 
        medianspl = Get quantile... 0 0 0.5 
        stdspl = Get standard deviation... 0 0 
        minspl = Get minimum... 0 0 Parabolic 
        maxspl = Get maximum... 0 0 Parabolic 
 
        # Save result to text file: 
        resultline$ = 
"'soundname$''tab$''bandwidthf1:2''tab$''bandwidthf2:2''tab$''bandwidthf3:2''tab$''new
line$'" 
        fileappend "'resultfile$'" 'resultline$' 
 
 
        # Remove the temporary objects from the object list 
        select Sound 'soundname$' 
        plus Intensity 'soundname$' 
        Remove 
        select Strings list 
        # and go on with the next sound file! 
endfor 
Remove 
echo då var det klart importa data från 'resultfile$' 
printline mvh Jonas 
#------------- 
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Appendix B - List of test files 

List of test files and their classifications according to the listeners. 

Emotion: n=neutral, a = angry, d=despondent 

Emotional intensity: H=high, L=low 
Filename 
 

Emotion 
 

Emotional  
intensity 

01_posten_postorder_10-47-08-app1-079_5060_utt07 a H 

01_posten_postorder_10-47-08-app1-079_5060_utt19 n L 

01_posten_postorder_10-47-08-app1-079_5060_utt20 n L 

01_posten_postorder_10-47-08-app1-079_5060_utt26 a H 

01_posten_postorder_10-47-08-app1-079_5060_utt33 an H 

01_posten_postorder_10-47-08-app1-079_5060_utt37 n H 

01_posten_postorder_12-58-30-app2-001_5060_utt04 d H 

01_posten_postorder_12-58-30-app2-001_5060_utt18 n L 

01_posten_postorder_12-58-30-app2-001_5060_utt24 ad H 

01_posten_postorder_15-41-29-app1-029_5060_utt10 n L 

01_posten_postorder_15-41-29-app1-029_5060_utt14 d H 

01_posten_postorder_16-33-59-app1-023_5060_utt03 n H 

01_posten_postorder_16-33-59-app1-023_5060_utt06 d H 

01_posten_postorder_17-44-37-app2-007_5060_utt06 n L 

01_posten_postorder_17-44-37-app2-007_5060_utt09 d H 

02_gotlandsflyg_09-49-02-app2-003_5060_utt08 n L 

02_gotlandsflyg_09-49-02-app2-003_5060_utt16 dn L 

02_kullaflyg_10-57-09-app1-018_5060_utt06 d H 

02_kullaflyg_10-57-09-app1-018_5060_utt08 d H 

02_posten_postorder_10-20-31-app2-022_5060_utt03 a H 

02_posten_postorder_10-20-31-app2-022_5060_utt09 n H 

02_posten_postorder_10-20-31-app2-022_5060_utt13 n H 

02_posten_postorder_10-24-18-app2-019_5060_utt03 dn L 

02_posten_postorder_10-24-18-app2-019_5060_utt05 d H 

02_posten_postorder_10-41-23-app1-020_5060_utt07 n L 

02_posten_postorder_10-41-23-app1-020_5060_utt09 a H 

02_posten_postorder_10-41-23-app1-020_5060_utt10 an H 

02_posten_postorder_10-41-23-app1-020_5060_utt11 n H 

02_posten_postorder_11-08-34-app1-016_5060_utt04 d L 

02_posten_postorder_11-08-34-app1-016_5060_utt06 d H 

02_posten_postorder_11-56-24-app1-028_5060_utt08 n L 
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02_posten_postorder_11-56-24-app1-028_5060_utt18 n L 

02_posten_postorder_11-56-24-app1-028_5060_utt19 a H 

02_posten_postorder_11-56-24-app1-028_5060_utt25 d L 

02_posten_postorder_12-39-41-app1-016_5060_utt07 n L 

02_posten_postorder_12-39-41-app1-016_5060_utt08 n H 

02_posten_postorder_12-39-41-app1-016_5060_utt10 n H 

02_posten_postorder_12-39-41-app1-016_5060_utt32 a H 

02_posten_postorder_13-09-09-app2-015_5060_utt23 n H 

02_posten_postorder_13-09-09-app2-015_5060_utt24 n L 

02_posten_postorder_13-09-09-app2-015_5060_utt25 a H 

02_posten_postorder_13-47-09-app2-004_5060_utt02 n L 

02_posten_postorder_13-47-09-app2-004_5060_utt06 d H 

03_gotlandsflyg_11-49-22-app2-035_5060_utt04 d H 

03_gotlandsflyg_11-49-22-app2-035_5060_utt06 n L 

03_posten_postorder_07-59-21-app1-041_5060_utt02 n L 

03_posten_postorder_07-59-21-app1-041_5060_utt03 n L 

03_posten_postorder_07-59-21-app1-041_5060_utt07 n L 

03_posten_postorder_11-12-42-app2-022_5060_utt02 n H 

03_posten_postorder_11-12-42-app2-022_5060_utt03 a H 

03_posten_postorder_11-12-42-app2-022_5060_utt05 n L 

03_posten_postorder_11-12-42-app2-022_5060_utt08 an l 

03_sundsvallsflyg_12-30-14-app1-050_5060_utt04 d H 

03_sundsvallsflyg_12-30-14-app1-050_5060_utt05 n L 

04_kullaflyg_11-50-27-app2-017_5060_utt16 n H 

04_kullaflyg_11-50-27-app2-017_5060_utt20 a H 

04_kullaflyg_11-50-27-app2-017_5060_utt22 a H 

04_kullaflyg_11-50-27-app2-017_5060_utt27 a H 

04_posten_postorder_11-17-57-app2-017_5060_utt02 n L 

04_posten_postorder_11-17-57-app2-017_5060_utt04 a H 

04_posten_postorder_11-17-57-app2-017_5060_utt05 n H 

06_gotlandsflyg_14-58-21-app2-016_5060_utt14 n H 

06_gotlandsflyg_14-58-21-app2-016_5060_utt15 n H 

06_gotlandsflyg_14-58-21-app2-016_5060_utt17 n H 

07_posten_postorder_10-49-00-app1-020_5060_utt05 n H 

07_posten_postorder_10-49-00-app1-020_5060_utt11 a H 

07_posten_postorder_10-49-00-app1-020_5060_utt25 a H 

07_posten_postorder_11-20-07-app2-015_5060_utt06 n H 
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07_posten_postorder_11-20-07-app2-015_5060_utt07 n L 

07_posten_postorder_11-20-07-app2-015_5060_utt12 n H 

07_posten_postorder_11-20-07-app2-015_5060_utt13 a H 

07_posten_postorder_11-48-10-app1-030_5060_utt03 n L 

07_posten_postorder_11-48-10-app1-030_5060_utt04 n L 

07_posten_postorder_11-48-10-app1-030_5060_utt09 a H 

07_posten_postorder_11-48-10-app1-030_5060_utt23 a H 

07_posten_postorder_12-46-22-app1-031_5060_utt05 n L 

07_posten_postorder_12-46-22-app1-031_5060_utt06 n H 

07_posten_postorder_12-46-22-app1-031_5060_utt18 a H 

07_posten_postorder_12-46-47-app2-001_5060_utt02 n H 

07_posten_postorder_12-46-47-app2-001_5060_utt04 n L 

07_posten_postorder_12-46-47-app2-001_5060_utt06 n L 

07_posten_postorder_12-52-15-app2-017_5060_utt03 n H 

07_posten_postorder_12-52-15-app2-017_5060_utt05 n H 

07_posten_postorder_12-52-15-app2-017_5060_utt08 n L 

07_posten_postorder_13-01-50-app1-024_5060_utt03 n L 

07_posten_postorder_13-01-50-app1-024_5060_utt05 d H 

07_posten_postorder_13-07-16-app1-018_5060_utt03 n L 

07_posten_postorder_13-07-16-app1-018_5060_utt04 n H 

07_posten_postorder_13-07-16-app1-018_5060_utt05 n H 

07_posten_postorder_14-44-28-app2-001_5060_utt08 a H 

07_posten_postorder_14-44-28-app2-001_5060_utt10 n H 

07_posten_postorder_16-03-23-app1-018_5060_utt03 n H 

07_posten_postorder_16-03-23-app1-018_5060_utt04 n L 

07_posten_postorder_16-03-23-app1-018_5060_utt15 a H 

07_posten_postorder_16-03-23-app1-018_5060_utt24 a H 

07_posten_postorder_16-03-23-app1-018_5060_utt25 a H 

08_posten_postorder_08-49-30-app2-023_5060_utt04 n L 

08_posten_postorder_08-49-30-app2-023_5060_utt06 a H 

08_posten_postorder_08-49-30-app2-023_5060_utt08 a H 

08_posten_postorder_09-22-01-app2-027_5060_utt04 dn H 

08_posten_postorder_09-22-01-app2-027_5060_utt06 d H 

08_posten_postorder_09-59-56-app1-034_5060_utt03 n H 

08_posten_postorder_09-59-56-app1-034_5060_utt04 n L 

08_posten_postorder_09-59-56-app1-034_5060_utt06 n l 

08_posten_postorder_13-43-41-app2-004_5060_utt03 n L 
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08_posten_postorder_13-43-41-app2-004_5060_utt04 n L 

08_posten_postorder_13-43-41-app2-004_5060_utt14 n H 

08_posten_postorder_13-43-41-app2-004_5060_utt15 n L 

08_posten_postorder_13-47-01-app1-002_5060_utt04 d H 

08_posten_postorder_13-47-01-app1-002_5060_utt05 dn L 

08_posten_postorder_13-47-01-app1-002_5060_utt11 adn L 

08_posten_postorder_13-47-01-app1-002_5060_utt17 a H 

08_posten_postorder_13-56-25-app1-002_5060_utt09 n H 

08_posten_postorder_13-56-25-app1-002_5060_utt12 n L 

09_posten_postorder_09-45-58-app1-023_5060_utt05 n L 

09_posten_postorder_09-45-58-app1-023_5060_utt11 d H 

09_posten_postorder_09-54-20-app1-034_5060_utt11 n L 

09_posten_postorder_09-54-20-app1-034_5060_utt14 n L 

09_posten_postorder_09-54-20-app1-034_5060_utt16 n H 

09_posten_postorder_09-54-20-app1-034_5060_utt39 a H 

09_posten_postorder_09-54-20-app1-034_5060_utt40 a H 

09_posten_postorder_10-22-35-app2-045_5060_utt03 n L 

09_posten_postorder_10-22-35-app2-045_5060_utt05 n H 

09_posten_postorder_10-22-35-app2-045_5060_utt09 a H 

09_posten_postorder_10-22-35-app2-045_5060_utt10 a H 

10_posten_postorder_09-50-45-app2-001_5060_utt08 n H 

10_posten_postorder_09-50-45-app2-001_5060_utt14 a H 

10_posten_postorder_09-50-45-app2-001_5060_utt15 n H 

10_posten_postorder_13-48-13-app2-012_5060_utt02 n H 

10_posten_postorder_13-48-13-app2-012_5060_utt03 n L 

10_posten_postorder_13-48-13-app2-012_5060_utt07 n L 

10_posten_postorder_13-48-13-app2-012_5060_utt09 a H 

10_posten_postorder_13-48-13-app2-012_5060_utt10 a H 

10_posten_postorder_14-18-27-app1-026_5060_utt10 d L 

10_posten_postorder_14-18-27-app1-026_5060_utt24 a H 

10_posten_postorder_14-18-27-app1-026_5060_utt57 an H 

14_posten_postorder_13-20-53-app2-018_5060_utt05 n L 

14_posten_postorder_13-20-53-app2-018_5060_utt08 n L 

14_posten_postorder_13-20-53-app2-018_5060_utt09 n H 

14_posten_postorder_17-01-18-app1-019_5060_utt05 n H 

14_posten_postorder_17-01-18-app1-019_5060_utt18 n L 

14_posten_postorder_17-01-18-app1-019_5060_utt41 n H 
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15_posten_postorder_10-09-59-app2-037_5060_utt02 n L 

15_posten_postorder_10-09-59-app2-037_5060_utt03 n L 

15_posten_postorder_10-09-59-app2-037_5060_utt05 a H 

15_posten_postorder_10-09-59-app2-037_5060_utt08 a H 

15_posten_postorder_10-43-11-app1-036_5060_utt04 d L 

15_posten_postorder_10-43-11-app1-036_5060_utt12 d H 

16_posten_postorder_11-37-35-app2-001_5060_utt03 n L 

16_posten_postorder_11-37-35-app2-001_5060_utt21 n L 

16_posten_postorder_11-37-35-app2-001_5060_utt22 an H 

16_posten_postorder_13-34-15-app2-006_5060_utt03 n L 

16_posten_postorder_13-34-15-app2-006_5060_utt21 an H 

16_posten_postorder_13-34-15-app2-006_5060_utt22 a H 

17_posten_postorder_10-24-08-app1-021_5060_utt03 n L 

17_posten_postorder_10-24-08-app1-021_5060_utt06 n H 

17_posten_postorder_10-24-08-app1-021_5060_utt07 n H 

17_posten_postorder_10-24-08-app1-021_5060_utt35 a H 

17_posten_postorder_10-24-08-app1-021_5060_utt42 a H 

17_posten_postorder_12-13-12-app1-016_5060_utt04 d L 

17_posten_postorder_12-13-12-app1-016_5060_utt07 d L 

17_posten_postorder_13-02-32-app2-021_5060_utt03 n H 

17_posten_postorder_13-02-32-app2-021_5060_utt05 n L 

17_posten_postorder_13-02-32-app2-021_5060_utt10 a H 

18_posten_postorder_14-21-33-app1-048_5060_utt03 n L 

18_posten_postorder_14-21-33-app1-048_5060_utt05 n H 

18_posten_postorder_14-21-33-app1-048_5060_utt11 n L 

2004-11-17_posten_portal_09-06-17-sto0006h-Ln_022_utt01 n L 

2004-11-17_posten_portal_09-06-17-sto0006h-Ln_022_utt15 n L 
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Appendix C - Results of correlations and t-tests 

T-tests 

[DataSet1] Amplitude 
 

Paired Samples Statistics 

 

  Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 

log(high) 1,24864283736112 50 ,089384534334478 ,012640882072223 Pair 1 

log(low) 1,22979888542088 50 ,067515057535129 ,009548071003058 

log(desp) 1,14189194604095 13 ,073354862403394 ,020344978284619 Pair 2 

log(neu) 1,19976536336300 13 ,077638930449528 ,021533164977535 

log(angry) 1,29734414868217 29 ,124381917582968 ,023097142248680 Pair 3 

log(neu) 1,26948928715949 29 ,071469915214268 ,013271630075199 
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Paired Samples Correlations 

 

  N Correlation Sig. 

Pair 1 log(high) & log(low) 50 ,459 ,001 

Pair 2 log(desp) & log(neu) 13 ,434 ,139 

Pair 3 log(angry) & log(neu) 29 ,019 ,921 

 

Paired Samples Test 

 

  Paired Differences t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

  Mean Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference       

        Lower Upper       

Pair 1 log(high) - log(low) ,018843951940244 ,083709451891934 ,011838304216440 -,004946011062712 ,042633914943198 1,592 49 ,118 

Pair 2 log(desp) - log(neu) -,057873417322045 ,080436070040104 ,022308951917416 -,106480447976140 -,009266386667951 -2,594 12 ,023 

Pair 3 log(angry) - log(neu) ,027854861522675 ,142251673468664 ,026415472611016 -,026254781227621 ,081964504272970 1,054 28 ,301 
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[DataSet2] Amplitude standard deviation 
 

Paired Samples Statistics 

 

  Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 

log(high) 1,24864283736112 50 ,089384534334478 ,012640882072223 Pair 1 

log(low) 1,22979888542088 50 ,067515057535129 ,009548071003058 

log(desp) 1,14189194604095 13 ,073354862403394 ,020344978284619 Pair 2 

log(neu) 1,19976536336300 13 ,077638930449528 ,021533164977535 

log(angry) 1,29734414868217 29 ,124381917582968 ,023097142248680 Pair 3 

log(neu) 1,26948928715949 29 ,071469915214268 ,013271630075199 

 

 

Paired Samples Correlations 

 

  N Correlation Sig. 

Pair 1 log(high) & log(low) 50 ,459 ,001 

Pair 2 log(desp) & log(neu) 13 ,434 ,139 

Pair 3 log(angry) & log(neu) 29 ,019 ,921 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

  Paired Differences t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

  Mean Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference       

        Lower Upper       

Pair 1 log(high) - log(low) ,018843951940244 ,083709451891934 ,011838304216440 -,004946011062712 ,042633914943198 1,592 49 ,118 

Pair 2 log(desp) - log(neu) -,057873417322045 ,080436070040104 ,022308951917416 -,106480447976140 -,009266386667951 -2,594 12 ,023 

Pair 3 log(angry) - log(neu) ,027854861522675 ,142251673468664 ,026415472611016 -,026254781227621 ,081964504272970 1,054 28 ,301 

 

 

[DataSet3] Fundamental frequency 
 

Paired Samples Statistics 

 

  Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 

log(high) 2,2452897453786 50 ,10889098198000 ,01539951035362 Pair 1 

log(low) 2,20690816295747 50 ,111565895379990 ,015777800234468 

log(desp) 2,18435487664139 13 ,136207388692190 ,037777132617442 Pair 2 

log(neu) 2,23172544457124 13 ,113162896015980 ,031385740312740 

log(angry) 2,2774410946859 29 ,09495074779611 ,01763191122216 Pair 3 

log(neu) 2,2044507566363 29 ,11417045711143 ,02120092164314 
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Paired Samples Correlations 

 

  N Correlation Sig. 

Pair 1 log(high) & log(low) 50 ,648 ,000 

Pair 2 log(desp) & log(neu) 13 ,528 ,064 

Pair 3 log(angry) & log(neu) 29 ,761 ,000 

 

 

Paired Samples Test 

 

  Paired Differences t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

  Mean Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference       

        Lower Upper       

Pair 1 log(high) - log(low) ,038381582421057 ,092544831466622 ,013087815578763 ,012080632325865 ,064682532516248 2,933 49 ,005 

Pair 2 log(desp) - log(neu) -,047370567929858 ,122820396572418 ,034064249039591 -,121590190770296 ,026849054910582 -1,391 12 ,190 

Pair 3 log(angry) - log(neu) ,07299033804955 ,07455299699177 ,01384414398850 ,04463189463147 ,10134878146763 5,272 28 ,000 
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[DataSet4] Fundamental frequency standard deviation 
 

Paired Samples Statistics 

 

  Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 

log(high) 1,44352239179027 50 ,255997996141512 ,036203583808367 Pair 1 

log(low) 1,39144647886889 50 ,269039355027114 ,038047910469146 

log(desp) 1,33779534413612 13 ,337372523769880 ,093570302568077 Pair 2 

log(neu) 1,29857980740857 13 ,324435309944498 ,089982165044304 

log(angry) 1,46962262739198 29 ,235720970635091 ,043772285357507 Pair 3 

log(neu) 1,47388878890354 29 ,169531707941113 ,031481247837859 

 

 

Paired Samples Correlations 

 

  N Correlation Sig. 

Pair 1 log(high) & log(low) 50 ,425 ,002 

Pair 2 log(desp) & log(neu) 13 ,377 ,204 

Pair 3 log(angry) & log(neu) 29 ,018 ,927 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

  Paired Differences t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

  Mean Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference       

        Lower Upper       

Pair 1 log(high) - log(low) ,052075912921380 ,281644872814248 ,039830599890676 -,027966674298912 ,132118500141670 1,307 49 ,197 

Pair 2 log(desp) - log(neu) ,039215536727553 ,369408319030372 ,102455433526690 -,184015676309517 ,262446749764622 ,383 12 ,709 

Pair 3 log(angry) - log(neu) -,004266161511560 ,287901128722736 ,053461897459724 -,113777894081972 ,105245571058853 -,080 28 ,937 
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[DataSet5] Formant frequencies 
 

Paired Samples Statistics 

 

  Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 

log(high)f2 3,27233368091221 50 ,026761900725726 ,003784704296121 Pair 1 

log(low)f2 3,27412395478346 50 ,034040443074194 ,004814045626472 

log(desp)f2 3,26815355439280 13 ,036615787817235 ,010155392343581 Pair 2 

log(neu)f2 3,27523552495455 13 ,032008261045847 ,008877494341480 

log(angry)f2 3,28474474442316 29 ,031528231745274 ,005854645656064 Pair 3 

log(neu)f2 3,27936918364075 29 ,032182801907249 ,005976196283652 

log(high)f1 2,87656251308676 50 ,060892374870159 ,008611482238649 Pair 4 

log(low)f1 2,88110665011982 50 ,072499285963869 ,010252947347247 

log(desp)f1 2,86866478668978 13 ,054887411340824 ,015223028920525 Pair 5 

log(neu)f1 2,88961567474612 13 ,058865558123078 ,016326368320890 

log(angry)f1 2,87912176992731 29 ,070706834326037 ,013129929511603 Pair 6 

log(neu)f1 2,90538973733595 29 ,081084077787463 ,015056935245518 

log(high)f3 3,44978844072060 50 ,013677887927145 ,001934345461119 Pair 7 

log(low)f3 3,45218279595418 50 ,015843204857076 ,002240567518033 

log(desp)f3 3,45622882381273 13 ,012272254161111 ,003403710895647 Pair 8 

log(neu)f3 3,45109138254960 13 ,017882402372721 ,004959686052564 

log(angry)f3 3,45368617259048 29 ,014291313800207 ,002653830349124 Pair 9 

log(neu)f3 3,45548845193133 29 ,015385062147463 ,002856934318348 
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Paired Samples Correlations 

 

  N Correlation Sig. 

Pair 1 log(high)f2 & log(low)f2 50 ,351 ,012 

Pair 2 log(desp)f2 & log(neu)f2 13 -,263 ,386 

Pair 3 log(angry)f2 & log(neu)f2 29 ,348 ,064 

Pair 4 log(high)f1 & log(low)f1 50 ,359 ,011 

Pair 5 log(desp)f1 & log(neu)f1 13 ,664 ,013 

Pair 6 log(angry)f1 & log(neu)f1 29 ,497 ,006 

Pair 7 log(high)f3 & log(low)f3 50 ,637 ,000 

Pair 8 log(desp)f3 & log(neu)f3 13 ,666 ,013 

Pair 9 log(angry)f3 & log(neu)f3 29 ,639 ,000 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

  Paired Differences t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

  Mean Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference       

        Lower Upper       

Pair 1 log(high)f2 - log(low)f2 -,001790273871248 ,035154008248027 ,004971527523614 -,011780932473407 ,008200384730911 -,360 49 ,720 

Pair 2 log(desp)f2 - log(neu)f2 -,007081970561753 ,054601722835864 ,015143793185645 -,040077461444462 ,025913520320958 -,468 12 ,648 

Pair 3 log(angry)f2 - log(neu)f2 ,005375560782406 ,036384727749848 ,006756474323988 -,008464449476207 ,019215571041018 ,796 28 ,433 

Pair 4 log(high)f1 - log(low)f1 -,004544137033065 ,076132124916642 ,010766708358940 -,026180647536579 ,017092373470450 -,422 49 ,675 

Pair 5 log(desp)f1 - log(neu)f1 -,020950888056333 ,046790272143846 ,012977286569812 -,049225966528907 ,007324190416241 -1,614 12 ,132 

Pair 6 log(angry)f1 - log(neu)f1 -,026267967408643 ,076662599231982 ,014235887289915 -,055428860603093 ,002892925785809 -1,845 28 ,076 

Pair 7 log(high)f3 - log(low)f3 -,002394355233580 ,012734009625271 ,001800860911545 -,006013320726934 ,001224610259774 -1,330 49 ,190 

Pair 8 log(desp)f3 - log(neu)f3 ,005137441263130 ,013337988247397 ,003699292349041 -,002922624367650 ,013197506893908 1,389 12 ,190 

Pair 9 log(angry)f3 - log(neu)f3 -,001802279340843 ,012644471033828 ,002348019324697 -,006611978894624 ,003007420212939 -,768 28 ,449 
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[DataSet6] Formant bandwidth 
 

Paired Samples Statistics 

 

  Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 

log(high)F3 2,74684064153444 50 ,106359253563293 ,015041469887309 Pair 1 

log(low)F3 2,75943130864951 50 ,108821120886844 ,015389630503082 

log(desp)F3 2,77644027585441 13 ,144666061096853 ,040123146238778 Pair 2 

log(neu)F3 2,74973103788841 13 ,118712481968106 ,032924918521047 

log(angry)F3 2,71116720207482 29 ,138646945175665 ,025746091371611 Pair 3 

log(neu)F3 2,75683893229790 29 ,109826163634167 ,020394206596735 

log(high)f2 2,66532212387083 50 ,134223944514667 ,018982132272786 Pair 4 

log(low)f2 2,70364920258447 50 ,099610775336396 ,014087090943924 

log(desp)f2 2,62516524551767 13 ,198936591189368 ,055175083084561 Pair 5 

log(neu)f2 2,72426216039875 13 ,138581632184831 ,038435629283069 

log(angry)f2 2,65129615440592 29 ,142548877657044 ,026470662043284 Pair 6 

log(neu)f2 2,72105435409721 29 ,092137153222405 ,017109439826306 

log(high)f1 2,58140107927507 50 ,136805601776065 ,019347233744033 Pair 7 

log(low)f1 2,59240981113573 50 ,134124302315436 ,018968040737832 

log(desp)f1 2,54792586788949 13 ,204106094265145 ,056608845269821 Pair 8 

log(neu)f1 2,56099456155279 13 ,198243633080323 ,054982891085029 

log(angry)f1 2,53749483595323 29 ,165354405420661 ,030705542233655 Pair 9 

log(neu)f1 2,59105068524656 29 ,156543382227841 ,029069376302179 
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Paired Samples Correlations 

 

  N Correlation Sig. 

Pair 1 log(high)F3 & log(low)F3 50 ,676 ,000 

Pair 2 log(desp)F3 & log(neu)F3 13 ,489 ,090 

Pair 3 log(angry)F3 & log(neu)F3 29 ,655 ,000 

Pair 4 log(high)f2 & log(low)f2 50 ,345 ,014 

Pair 5 log(desp)f2 & log(neu)f2 13 ,414 ,160 

Pair 6 log(angry)f2 & log(neu)f2 29 ,184 ,340 

Pair 7 log(high)f1 & log(low)f1 50 ,385 ,006 

Pair 8 log(desp)f1 & log(neu)f1 13 ,667 ,013 

Pair 9 log(angry)f1 & log(neu)f1 29 ,526 ,003 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

  Paired Differences t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

  Mean Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference       

        Lower Upper       

Pair 1 log(high)F3 - log(low)F3 -,012590667115075 ,086693734584018 ,012260345522150 -,037228753875030 ,012047419644881 -1,027 49 ,309 

Pair 2 log(dDsp)F3 - log(nDu)F3 ,026709237965999 ,134991767669236 ,037439980007458 -,054865470816735 ,108283946748732 ,713 12 ,489 

Pair 3 log(angry)F3 - log(nDu)F3 -,045671730223080 ,106472575917848 ,019771460991647 -,086171732122091 -,005171728324069 -2,310 28 ,028 

Pair 4 log(high)f2 - log(low)f2 -,038327078713644 ,136799604703791 ,019346385629938 -,077205096203514 ,000550938776226 -1,981 49 ,053 

Pair 5 log(dDsp)f2 - log(nDu)f2 -,099096914881085 ,189636689820643 ,052595754527507 -,213693219631645 ,015499389869476 -1,884 12 ,084 

Pair 6 log(angry)f2 - log(nDu)f2 -,069758199691294 ,154864414355147 ,028757599795271 -,128665472492809 -,010850926889778 -2,426 28 ,022 

Pair 7 log(high)f1 - log(low)f1 -,011008731860664 ,150199148739656 ,021241367320452 -,053694857630602 ,031677393909276 -,518 49 ,607 

Pair 8 log(dDsp)f1 - log(nDu)f1 -,013068693663297 ,164379385276077 ,045590638634012 -,112402162031803 ,086264774705210 -,287 12 ,779 

Pair 9 log(angry)f1 - log(nDu)f1 -,053555849293327 ,156938681593740 ,029142781551611 -,113252131155418 ,006140432568766 -1,838 28 ,077 
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[DataSet7] Speech rate 
 

Paired Samples Statistics 

 

  Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 

log(high) 2,4938 50 1,04841 ,14827 Pair 1 

log(low) 2,9966 50 ,93773 ,13261 

log(desp) 2,0400 13 ,76937 ,21339 Pair 2 

log(neu) 3,2169 13 ,92221 ,25578 

log(angry) 2,6255 29 1,18532 ,22011 Pair 3 

log(neu) 2,9297 29 ,92447 ,17167 

 

 

Paired Samples Correlations 

 

  N Correlation Sig. 

Pair 1 log(high) & log(low) 50 ,095 ,511 

Pair 2 log(desp) & log(neu) 13 -,369 ,215 

Pair 3 log(angry) & log(neu) 29 ,298 ,116 
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Paired Samples Test 

 

  Paired Differences t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

  Mean Std. Deviation Std. Flaw Mean 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference       

        Lower Upper       

Pair 1 log(high) - log(low) -,50280 1,33850 ,18929 -,88320 -,12240 -2,656 49 ,011 

Pair 2 log(desp) - log(neu) -1,17692 1,40205 ,38886 -2,02418 -,32967 -3,027 12 ,011 

Pair 3 log(angry) - log(neu) -,30414 1,26755 ,23538 -,78629 ,17801 -1,292 28 ,207 
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Correlations 

[DataSet1] Angry - Neutral  
 

Pearson 
 

    pitch pitchstdv 
formants 

1 
formants 

2 
formants 

3 
bandwidth 

1 
bandwidth 

2 
bandwidth 

3 amplitude 
amplitude 

stdv despondent anger intensity 

syllables 
per 

second varians 

pitch Pearson 
Correlation 1 ,198 -,341 ,101 -,053 ,083 ,018 -,338 ,049 ,224 -,156 ,167 ,376(*) ,024 ,102 

  Sig. (2-
tailed)   ,302 ,070 ,601 ,785 ,668 ,926 ,073 ,802 ,243 ,419 ,386 ,044 ,903 ,600 

  N 30 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

pitchstdv Pearson 
Correlation ,198 1 -,082 ,437(*) -,093 -,143 ,040 -,120 -,162 -,072 -,362 ,017 ,043 -,364 ,028 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,302   ,671 ,018 ,632 ,460 ,835 ,534 ,401 ,711 ,054 ,931 ,823 ,052 ,886 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

formants 1 Pearson 
Correlation -,341 -,082 1 ,283 ,143 ,413(*) ,351 ,239 -,305 ,265 ,316 ,052 ,175 -,033 ,306 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,070 ,671   ,137 ,459 ,026 ,062 ,213 ,108 ,165 ,095 ,788 ,363 ,865 ,107 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 
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formants 2 Pearson 
Correlation ,101 ,437(*) ,283 1 ,015 ,135 ,399(*) ,057 -,262 ,005 -,152 -,030 -,028 -,051 -,037 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,601 ,018 ,137   ,937 ,486 ,032 ,767 ,169 ,979 ,430 ,876 ,883 ,794 ,850 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

formants 3 Pearson 
Correlation -,053 -,093 ,143 ,015 1 ,068 ,055 -,252 -,099 -,283 ,266 ,138 ,099 ,014 -,314 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,785 ,632 ,459 ,937   ,726 ,776 ,187 ,608 ,137 ,163 ,476 ,609 ,943 ,097 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

bandwidth 1 Pearson 
Correlation ,083 -,143 ,413(*) ,135 ,068 1 ,444(*) ,165 -,447(*) ,327 -,083 ,001 ,244 ,124 ,029 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,668 ,460 ,026 ,486 ,726   ,016 ,393 ,015 ,083 ,669 ,998 ,203 ,522 ,881 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

bandwidth 2 Pearson 
Correlation ,018 ,040 ,351 ,399(*) ,055 ,444(*) 1 ,358 -,665(**) ,378(*) -,335 -,168 ,115 ,131 ,119 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,926 ,835 ,062 ,032 ,776 ,016   ,056 ,000 ,043 ,076 ,385 ,552 ,499 ,540 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

bandwidth 3 Pearson 
Correlation -,338 -,120 ,239 ,057 -,252 ,165 ,358 1 -,136 ,292 -,172 -,243 -,049 ,203 ,221 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,073 ,534 ,213 ,767 ,187 ,393 ,056   ,483 ,124 ,373 ,203 ,801 ,291 ,248 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 
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amplitude Pearson 
Correlation ,049 -,162 -,305 -,262 -,099 -,447(*) -,665(**) -,136 1 -,260 ,253 ,040 -,161 ,135 -,039 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,802 ,401 ,108 ,169 ,608 ,015 ,000 ,483   ,173 ,185 ,835 ,403 ,485 ,842 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

amplitude 
stdv 

Pearson 
Correlation ,224 -,072 ,265 ,005 -,283 ,327 ,378(*) ,292 -,260 1 -,381(*) -,014 ,325 ,017 ,876(**) 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,243 ,711 ,165 ,979 ,137 ,083 ,043 ,124 ,173   ,042 ,944 ,085 ,931 ,000 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

despondent Pearson 
Correlation -,156 -,362 ,316 -,152 ,266 -,083 -,335 -,172 ,253 -,381(*) 1 ,491(**) ,211 -,099 -,252 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,419 ,054 ,095 ,430 ,163 ,669 ,076 ,373 ,185 ,042   ,007 ,273 ,608 ,187 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

anger Pearson 
Correlation ,167 ,017 ,052 -,030 ,138 ,001 -,168 -,243 ,040 -,014 ,491(**) 1 ,620(**) -,128 ,001 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,386 ,931 ,788 ,876 ,476 ,998 ,385 ,203 ,835 ,944 ,007   ,000 ,509 ,994 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

intensity Pearson 
Correlation ,376(*) ,043 ,175 -,028 ,099 ,244 ,115 -,049 -,161 ,325 ,211 ,620(**) 1 -,120 ,335 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,044 ,823 ,363 ,883 ,609 ,203 ,552 ,801 ,403 ,085 ,273 ,000   ,534 ,075 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 
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syllables 
per second 

Pearson 
Correlation ,024 -,364 -,033 -,051 ,014 ,124 ,131 ,203 ,135 ,017 -,099 -,128 -,120 1 -,033 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,903 ,052 ,865 ,794 ,943 ,522 ,499 ,291 ,485 ,931 ,608 ,509 ,534   ,866 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

varians Pearson 
Correlation ,102 ,028 ,306 -,037 -,314 ,029 ,119 ,221 -,039 ,876(**) -,252 ,001 ,335 -,033 1 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,600 ,886 ,107 ,850 ,097 ,881 ,540 ,248 ,842 ,000 ,187 ,994 ,075 ,866   

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Spearman 

    pitch pitchstdv 
formants 

1 
formants 

2 
formants 

3 
bandwidth 

1 
bandwidth 

2 
bandwidth 

3 amplitude 
amplitude 

stdv despondent anger intensity 

syllables 
per 

second varians 

pitch Correlation 
Coefficient 1,000 ,205 -,361 ,150 -,107 -,132 ,180 -,311 -,082 ,323 -,198 ,136 ,379(*) -,051 ,143 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) . ,286 ,055 ,437 ,579 ,496 ,351 ,100 ,673 ,087 ,303 ,481 ,042 ,793 ,460 

  N 30 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

pitchstdv Correlation 
Coefficient ,205 1,000 -,071 ,412(*) -,138 -,110 -,014 -,067 -,075 -,051 -,248 ,064 ,041 -,423(*) -,044 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,286 . ,715 ,026 ,476 ,569 ,941 ,732 ,698 ,792 ,194 ,743 ,831 ,022 ,821 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

formants 1 Correlation 
Coefficient -,361 -,071 1,000 ,173 ,244 ,621(**) ,331 ,358 -,299 ,256 ,228 -,112 ,143 -,057 ,365 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,055 ,715 . ,370 ,202 ,000 ,080 ,057 ,115 ,181 ,234 ,562 ,458 ,768 ,052 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

formants 2 Correlation 
Coefficient ,150 ,412(*) ,173 1,000 -,100 ,249 ,366 ,074 -,232 ,121 -,120 ,050 ,101 ,049 ,022 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,437 ,026 ,370 . ,608 ,193 ,051 ,701 ,226 ,531 ,534 ,798 ,601 ,803 ,911 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

formants 3 Correlation 
Coefficient -,107 -,138 ,244 -,100 1,000 ,160 ,157 -,278 -,178 -,140 ,258 ,120 ,093 -,023 ,021 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,579 ,476 ,202 ,608 . ,407 ,417 ,144 ,355 ,468 ,176 ,537 ,632 ,907 ,913 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 
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bandwidth 1 Correlation 
Coefficient -,132 -,110 ,621(**) ,249 ,160 1,000 ,407(*) ,205 -,351 ,399(*) ,194 -,106 ,108 ,145 ,328 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,496 ,569 ,000 ,193 ,407 . ,028 ,285 ,062 ,032 ,314 ,583 ,575 ,454 ,082 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

bandwidth 2 Correlation 
Coefficient ,180 -,014 ,331 ,366 ,157 ,407(*) 1,000 ,144 -,622(**) ,482(**) -,234 -,128 ,177 ,073 ,349 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,351 ,941 ,080 ,051 ,417 ,028 . ,455 ,000 ,008 ,221 ,509 ,358 ,706 ,064 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

bandwidth 3 Correlation 
Coefficient -,311 -,067 ,358 ,074 -,278 ,205 ,144 1,000 -,020 ,251 -,247 -,335 -,054 ,178 ,080 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,100 ,732 ,057 ,701 ,144 ,285 ,455 . ,919 ,189 ,197 ,076 ,780 ,355 ,679 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

amplitude Correlation 
Coefficient -,082 -,075 -,299 -,232 -,178 -,351 -,622(**) -,020 1,000 -,301 -,005 -,066 -,246 ,091 -,207 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,673 ,698 ,115 ,226 ,355 ,062 ,000 ,919 . ,112 ,977 ,733 ,199 ,637 ,280 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

amplitude 
stdv 

Correlation 
Coefficient ,323 -,051 ,256 ,121 -,140 ,399(*) ,482(**) ,251 -,301 1,000 -,259 ,016 ,278 ,056 ,787(**) 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,087 ,792 ,181 ,531 ,468 ,032 ,008 ,189 ,112 . ,175 ,934 ,145 ,772 ,000 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

despondent Correlation 
Coefficient -,198 -,248 ,228 -,120 ,258 ,194 -,234 -,247 -,005 -,259 1,000 ,443(*) ,163 -,184 -,033 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,303 ,194 ,234 ,534 ,176 ,314 ,221 ,197 ,977 ,175 . ,016 ,398 ,338 ,866 
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  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

anger Correlation 
Coefficient ,136 ,064 -,112 ,050 ,120 -,106 -,128 -,335 -,066 ,016 ,443(*) 1,000 ,574(**) ,023 ,168 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,481 ,743 ,562 ,798 ,537 ,583 ,509 ,076 ,733 ,934 ,016 . ,001 ,907 ,383 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

intensity Correlation 
Coefficient ,379(*) ,041 ,143 ,101 ,093 ,108 ,177 -,054 -,246 ,278 ,163 ,574(**) 1,000 ,052 ,378(*) 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,042 ,831 ,458 ,601 ,632 ,575 ,358 ,780 ,199 ,145 ,398 ,001 . ,791 ,043 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

syllables 
per second 

Correlation 
Coefficient -,051 -,423(*) -,057 ,049 -,023 ,145 ,073 ,178 ,091 ,056 -,184 ,023 ,052 1,000 -,020 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,793 ,022 ,768 ,803 ,907 ,454 ,706 ,355 ,637 ,772 ,338 ,907 ,791 . ,917 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

varians Correlation 
Coefficient ,143 -,044 ,365 ,022 ,021 ,328 ,349 ,080 -,207 ,787(**) -,033 ,168 ,378(*) -,020 1,000 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,460 ,821 ,052 ,911 ,913 ,082 ,064 ,679 ,280 ,000 ,866 ,383 ,043 ,917 . 

  N 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 

*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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 [DataSet2] Despondent - Neutral 

Pearson 

    pitch pitchstdv formants 
1 

formants 
2 

formants 
3 

bandwidth 
3 amplitude amplitude 

stdv despondent anger intensity 
syllables 

per 
second 

varians 

pitch Pearson Correlation 1 ,076 ,077 -,362 -,220 ,024 ,145 ,048 -,591(*) ,246 ,481 -,469 -,052 

  Sig. (2-tailed)   ,805 ,802 ,224 ,471 ,938 ,637 ,875 ,034 ,418 ,096 ,106 ,866 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

pitchstdv Pearson Correlation ,076 1 -,154 ,131 ,051 -,332 -,121 -,410 -,332 ,186 -,254 ,004 -,204 

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,805   ,616 ,669 ,868 ,268 ,693 ,164 ,267 ,543 ,402 ,990 ,505 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

formants 1 Pearson Correlation ,077 -,154 1 -,052 -,072 ,162 -,373 ,133 ,274 ,076 -,121 -,034 ,431 

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,802 ,616   ,866 ,815 ,597 ,210 ,664 ,366 ,805 ,694 ,911 ,141 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

formants 2 Pearson Correlation -,362 ,131 -,052 1 -,012 ,326 -,398 ,164 ,303 ,253 -,392 -,287 -,150 

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,224 ,669 ,866   ,968 ,276 ,178 ,592 ,314 ,403 ,186 ,341 ,625 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

formants 3 Pearson Correlation -,220 ,051 -,072 -,012 1 -,138 -,185 -,333 ,180 -,371 -,282 ,623(*) -,463 

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,471 ,868 ,815 ,968   ,653 ,546 ,266 ,555 ,212 ,351 ,023 ,111 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

bandwidth 3 Pearson Correlation ,024 -,332 ,162 ,326 -,138 1 ,282 ,342 ,269 ,092 ,116 -,340 ,389 

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,938 ,268 ,597 ,276 ,653   ,350 ,253 ,375 ,765 ,706 ,256 ,189 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

amplitude Pearson Correlation ,145 -,121 -,373 -,398 -,185 ,282 1 -,207 -,355 -,100 ,175 ,069 ,212 
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  Sig. (2-tailed) ,637 ,693 ,210 ,178 ,546 ,350   ,498 ,233 ,746 ,568 ,823 ,488 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

amplitude 
stdv Pearson Correlation ,048 -,410 ,133 ,164 -,333 ,342 -,207 1 -,061 -,256 -,033 -,211 ,392 

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,875 ,164 ,664 ,592 ,266 ,253 ,498   ,843 ,399 ,916 ,488 ,186 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

despondent Pearson Correlation -,591(*) -,332 ,274 ,303 ,180 ,269 -,355 -,061 1 -,057 -,198 ,154 -,093 

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,034 ,267 ,366 ,314 ,555 ,375 ,233 ,843   ,853 ,517 ,615 ,761 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

anger Pearson Correlation ,246 ,186 ,076 ,253 -,371 ,092 -,100 -,256 -,057 1 ,562(*) -,825(**) ,266 

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,418 ,543 ,805 ,403 ,212 ,765 ,746 ,399 ,853   ,046 ,001 ,379 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

intensity Pearson Correlation ,481 -,254 -,121 -,392 -,282 ,116 ,175 -,033 -,198 ,562(*) 1 -,592(*) ,228 

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,096 ,402 ,694 ,186 ,351 ,706 ,568 ,916 ,517 ,046   ,033 ,453 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

syllables per 
second Pearson Correlation -,469 ,004 -,034 -,287 ,623(*) -,340 ,069 -,211 ,154 -,825(**) -,592(*) 1 -,331 

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,106 ,990 ,911 ,341 ,023 ,256 ,823 ,488 ,615 ,001 ,033   ,270 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

varians Pearson Correlation -,052 -,204 ,431 -,150 -,463 ,389 ,212 ,392 -,093 ,266 ,228 -,331 1 

  Sig. (2-tailed) ,866 ,505 ,141 ,625 ,111 ,189 ,488 ,186 ,761 ,379 ,453 ,270   

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Spearman rho 
 

    pitch pitchstdv formants 1 formants 2 formants 3 bandwidth 3 amplitude 
amplitude 

stdv despondent anger intensity 
syllables 

per second varians 

pitch Correlation 
Coefficient 1,000 ,044 -,033 -,484 -,390 ,071 ,330 ,121 -,659(*) -,028 ,107 -,247 -,099 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) . ,887 ,915 ,094 ,188 ,817 ,271 ,694 ,014 ,928 ,729 ,415 ,748 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

pitchstdv Correlation 
Coefficient ,044 1,000 -,198 ,104 ,044 -,209 -,055 -,396 -,350 ,142 ,000 -,077 -,121 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,887 . ,517 ,734 ,887 ,494 ,859 ,181 ,241 ,644 1,000 ,803 ,694 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

formants 1 Correlation 
Coefficient -,033 -,198 1,000 ,016 ,005 ,187 -,396 ,236 ,246 ,025 -,359 ,022 ,434 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,915 ,517 . ,957 ,986 ,541 ,181 ,437 ,419 ,935 ,228 ,943 ,138 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

formants 2 Correlation 
Coefficient -,484 ,104 ,016 1,000 ,104 ,165 -,555(*) ,104 ,268 ,239 -,300 -,330 -,209 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,094 ,734 ,957 . ,734 ,590 ,049 ,734 ,377 ,431 ,319 ,271 ,494 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

formants 3 Correlation 
Coefficient -,390 ,044 ,005 ,104 1,000 -,077 -,176 -,390 ,284 -,345 -,123 ,692(**) -,505 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,188 ,887 ,986 ,734 . ,803 ,566 ,188 ,347 ,248 ,688 ,009 ,078 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 
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bandwidth 3 Correlation 
Coefficient ,071 -,209 ,187 ,165 -,077 1,000 ,143 ,253 ,234 ,036 ,093 -,335 ,220 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,817 ,494 ,541 ,590 ,803 . ,642 ,405 ,441 ,907 ,764 ,263 ,471 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

amplitude Correlation 
Coefficient ,330 -,055 -,396 -,555(*) -,176 ,143 1,000 -,170 -,279 -,111 ,062 ,176 ,143 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,271 ,859 ,181 ,049 ,566 ,642 . ,578 ,357 ,717 ,841 ,566 ,642 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

amplitude 
stdv 

Correlation 
Coefficient ,121 -,396 ,236 ,104 -,390 ,253 -,170 1,000 -,036 -,267 -,084 -,258 ,451 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,694 ,181 ,437 ,734 ,188 ,405 ,578 . ,907 ,378 ,785 ,394 ,122 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

despondent Correlation 
Coefficient -,659(*) -,350 ,246 ,268 ,284 ,234 -,279 -,036 1,000 -,041 -,251 ,141 -,047 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,014 ,241 ,419 ,377 ,347 ,441 ,357 ,907 . ,895 ,409 ,647 ,879 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

anger Correlation 
Coefficient -,028 ,142 ,025 ,239 -,345 ,036 -,111 -,267 -,041 1,000 ,314 -,734(**) ,256 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,928 ,644 ,935 ,431 ,248 ,907 ,717 ,378 ,895 . ,296 ,004 ,399 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

intensity Correlation 
Coefficient ,107 ,000 -,359 -,300 -,123 ,093 ,062 -,084 -,251 ,314 1,000 -,300 ,095 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,729 1,000 ,228 ,319 ,688 ,764 ,841 ,785 ,409 ,296 . ,319 ,757 
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  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

syllables per 
second 

Correlation 
Coefficient -,247 -,077 ,022 -,330 ,692(**) -,335 ,176 -,258 ,141 -,734(**) -,300 1,000 -,286 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,415 ,803 ,943 ,271 ,009 ,263 ,566 ,394 ,647 ,004 ,319 . ,344 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

varians Correlation 
Coefficient -,099 -,121 ,434 -,209 -,505 ,220 ,143 ,451 -,047 ,256 ,095 -,286 1,000 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,748 ,694 ,138 ,494 ,078 ,471 ,642 ,122 ,879 ,399 ,757 ,344 . 

  N 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 

*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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[DataSet3] High – Low emotional intensity 

Pearson 

 

    pitch pitchstdv 
formants 

1 
formants 

2 
formants 

3 
bandwidth 

1 
bandwidth 

2 
bandwidth 

3 amplitude 
amplitude 

stdv despondent anger intensity 

syllables 
per 

second varians 

Pearson 
Correlation 1 ,389(**) ,154 ,161 -,149 ,053 -,056 -,025 ,386(**) ,366(**) -,505(**) ,118 ,092 -,261 ,244 

Sig. (2-
tailed)   ,005 ,284 ,265 ,303 ,715 ,700 ,864 ,006 ,009 ,000 ,414 ,526 ,067 ,088 

pitch 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Pearson 
Correlation ,389(**) 1 ,206 ,111 -,180 -,255 -,248 -,099 ,280(*) -,010 -,136 ,231 ,177 -,323(*) ,058 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,005   ,152 ,444 ,211 ,074 ,083 ,494 ,049 ,945 ,346 ,106 ,218 ,022 ,688 

pitchstdv 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Pearson 
Correlation ,154 ,206 1 ,535(**) -

,397(**) ,493(**) ,403(**) ,322(*) -,291(*) ,278 ,009 ,011 ,010 ,060 ,250 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,284 ,152   ,000 ,004 ,000 ,004 ,023 ,040 ,051 ,950 ,937 ,944 ,677 ,080 

formants 1 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Pearson 
Correlation ,161 ,111 ,535(**) 1 -,041 ,298(*) ,435(**) ,202 -,281(*) ,299(*) -,194 -,084 -,233 -,127 ,160 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,265 ,444 ,000   ,777 ,036 ,002 ,160 ,048 ,035 ,176 ,564 ,104 ,379 ,267 

formants 2 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

formants 3 Pearson 
Correlation -,149 -,180 -

,397(**) -,041 1 -,120 ,050 -,264 -,170 -,260 -,038 -,085 -,210 ,049 -,304(*) 
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Sig. (2-
tailed) ,303 ,211 ,004 ,777   ,406 ,732 ,064 ,239 ,069 ,793 ,558 ,144 ,738 ,032   

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Pearson 
Correlation ,053 -,255 ,493(**) ,298(*) -,120 1 ,446(**) ,301(*) -,332(*) ,169 ,079 -,111 -,008 -,088 -,001 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,715 ,074 ,000 ,036 ,406   ,001 ,034 ,018 ,241 ,587 ,442 ,957 ,543 ,995 

bandwidth 
1 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Pearson 
Correlation -,056 -,248 ,403(**) ,435(**) ,050 ,446(**) 1 ,080 -,300(*) ,308(*) -,157 -,101 -,222 ,181 ,078 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,700 ,083 ,004 ,002 ,732 ,001   ,580 ,034 ,030 ,275 ,484 ,122 ,209 ,589 

bandwidth 
2 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Pearson 
Correlation -,025 -,099 ,322(*) ,202 -,264 ,301(*) ,080 1 -,120 ,127 ,061 -,008 ,102 -,009 ,120 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,864 ,494 ,023 ,160 ,064 ,034 ,580   ,406 ,381 ,673 ,957 ,482 ,949 ,405 

bandwidth 
3 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Pearson 
Correlation ,386(**) ,280(*) -,291(*) -,281(*) -,170 -,332(*) -,300(*) -,120 1 ,169 -,291(*) ,195 ,292(*) -,068 ,242 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,006 ,049 ,040 ,048 ,239 ,018 ,034 ,406   ,240 ,041 ,175 ,039 ,637 ,091 

amplitude 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Pearson 
Correlation ,366(**) -,010 ,278 ,299(*) -,260 ,169 ,308(*) ,127 ,169 1 -,411(**) ,221 ,209 ,011 ,854(**) 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,009 ,945 ,051 ,035 ,069 ,241 ,030 ,381 ,240   ,003 ,122 ,146 ,942 ,000 

amplitude 
stdv 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

despondent Pearson 
- -,136 ,009 -,194 -,038 ,079 -,157 ,061 -,291(*) -,411(**) 1 ,104 ,089 -,207 -,277 
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Correlation ,505(**) 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,000 ,346 ,950 ,176 ,793 ,587 ,275 ,673 ,041 ,003   ,473 ,537 ,148 ,051 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Pearson 
Correlation ,118 ,231 ,011 -,084 -,085 -,111 -,101 -,008 ,195 ,221 ,104 1 ,559(**) -,267 ,233 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,414 ,106 ,937 ,564 ,558 ,442 ,484 ,957 ,175 ,122 ,473   ,000 ,061 ,104 

anger 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Pearson 
Correlation ,092 ,177 ,010 -,233 -,210 -,008 -,222 ,102 ,292(*) ,209 ,089 ,559(**) 1 -,173 ,234 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,526 ,218 ,944 ,104 ,144 ,957 ,122 ,482 ,039 ,146 ,537 ,000   ,229 ,102 

intensity 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Pearson 
Correlation -,261 -,323(*) ,060 -,127 ,049 -,088 ,181 -,009 -,068 ,011 -,207 -,267 -,173 1 ,028 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,067 ,022 ,677 ,379 ,738 ,543 ,209 ,949 ,637 ,942 ,148 ,061 ,229   ,847 

syllables 
per second 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Pearson 
Correlation ,244 ,058 ,250 ,160 -,304(*) -,001 ,078 ,120 ,242 ,854(**) -,277 ,233 ,234 ,028 1 

Sig. (2-
tailed) ,088 ,688 ,080 ,267 ,032 ,995 ,589 ,405 ,091 ,000 ,051 ,104 ,102 ,847   

varians 

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Spearman 

   pitch pitchstdv 
formants 

1 
formants 

2 
formants 

3 
bandwidth 

1 
bandwidth 

2 
bandwidth 

3 amplitude 
amplitude 

stdv despondent anger intensity 

syllables 
per 

second varians 

pitch Correlation 
Coefficient 1,000 ,354(*) ,176 ,195 -,128 ,037 ,069 -,038 ,385(**) ,500(**) -,387(**) ,166 ,061 -,238 ,490(**) 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) . ,012 ,222 ,176 ,374 ,800 ,633 ,794 ,006 ,000 ,005 ,250 ,675 ,097 ,000 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

pitchstdv Correlation 
Coefficient ,354(*) 1,000 ,216 ,102 -,234 -,145 -,140 -,021 ,354(*) ,137 -,027 ,302(*) ,280(*) -,314(*) ,215 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,012 . ,132 ,479 ,101 ,316 ,334 ,884 ,012 ,341 ,855 ,033 ,049 ,026 ,135 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

formants 1 Correlation 
Coefficient ,176 ,216 1,000 ,503(**) -

,384(**) ,466(**) ,483(**) ,360(*) -,254 ,356(*) -,029 ,111 ,078 ,117 ,293(*) 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,222 ,132 . ,000 ,006 ,001 ,000 ,010 ,075 ,011 ,839 ,444 ,591 ,419 ,039 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

formants 2 Correlation 
Coefficient ,195 ,102 ,503(**) 1,000 -,047 ,309(*) ,446(**) ,164 -,284(*) ,454(**) -,202 -,034 -,126 -,128 ,363(**) 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,176 ,479 ,000 . ,746 ,029 ,001 ,255 ,046 ,001 ,160 ,817 ,383 ,374 ,010 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

formants 3 Correlation 
Coefficient -,128 -,234 -

,384(**) -,047 1,000 -,104 ,108 -,295(*) -,269 -,274 -,067 -,090 -,213 ,001 -,270 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,374 ,101 ,006 ,746 . ,471 ,454 ,037 ,059 ,054 ,644 ,535 ,138 ,995 ,058 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 
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bandwidth 
1 

Correlation 
Coefficient ,037 -,145 ,466(**) ,309(*) -,104 1,000 ,549(**) ,276 -,307(*) ,241 ,070 -,132 -,046 -,111 ,130 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,800 ,316 ,001 ,029 ,471 . ,000 ,052 ,030 ,092 ,630 ,361 ,752 ,445 ,370 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

bandwidth 
2 

Correlation 
Coefficient ,069 -,140 ,483(**) ,446(**) ,108 ,549(**) 1,000 ,117 -,404(**) ,349(*) -,086 -,084 -,160 ,143 ,097 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,633 ,334 ,000 ,001 ,454 ,000 . ,417 ,004 ,013 ,555 ,563 ,267 ,323 ,503 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

bandwidth 
3 

Correlation 
Coefficient -,038 -,021 ,360(*) ,164 -,295(*) ,276 ,117 1,000 -,134 ,037 ,059 ,007 ,122 -,002 -,011 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,794 ,884 ,010 ,255 ,037 ,052 ,417 . ,354 ,801 ,686 ,959 ,399 ,990 ,940 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

amplitude Correlation 
Coefficient ,385(**) ,354(*) -,254 -,284(*) -,269 -,307(*) -,404(**) -,134 1,000 ,176 -,224 ,219 ,302(*) -,131 ,348(*) 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,006 ,012 ,075 ,046 ,059 ,030 ,004 ,354 . ,221 ,118 ,126 ,033 ,366 ,013 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

amplitude 
stdv 

Correlation 
Coefficient ,500(**) ,137 ,356(*) ,454(**) -,274 ,241 ,349(*) ,037 ,176 1,000 -,489(**) ,266 ,193 -,036 ,777(**) 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,000 ,341 ,011 ,001 ,054 ,092 ,013 ,801 ,221 . ,000 ,062 ,179 ,805 ,000 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

despondent Correlation 
Coefficient 

-
,387(**) -,027 -,029 -,202 -,067 ,070 -,086 ,059 -,224 -,489(**) 1,000 ,120 ,084 -,245 -

,417(**) 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,005 ,855 ,839 ,160 ,644 ,630 ,555 ,686 ,118 ,000 . ,406 ,560 ,086 ,003 
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  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

anger Correlation 
Coefficient ,166 ,302(*) ,111 -,034 -,090 -,132 -,084 ,007 ,219 ,266 ,120 1,000 ,598(**) -,275 ,401(**) 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,250 ,033 ,444 ,817 ,535 ,361 ,563 ,959 ,126 ,062 ,406 . ,000 ,054 ,004 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

intensity Correlation 
Coefficient ,061 ,280(*) ,078 -,126 -,213 -,046 -,160 ,122 ,302(*) ,193 ,084 ,598(**) 1,000 -,145 ,269 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,675 ,049 ,591 ,383 ,138 ,752 ,267 ,399 ,033 ,179 ,560 ,000 . ,316 ,059 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

syllables 
per second 

Correlation 
Coefficient -,238 -,314(*) ,117 -,128 ,001 -,111 ,143 -,002 -,131 -,036 -,245 -,275 -,145 1,000 -,057 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,097 ,026 ,419 ,374 ,995 ,445 ,323 ,990 ,366 ,805 ,086 ,054 ,316 . ,696 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

varians Correlation 
Coefficient ,490(**) ,215 ,293(*) ,363(**) -,270 ,130 ,097 -,011 ,348(*) ,777(**) -,417(**) ,401(**) ,269 -,057 1,000 

  Sig. (2-
tailed) ,000 ,135 ,039 ,010 ,058 ,370 ,503 ,940 ,013 ,000 ,003 ,004 ,059 ,696 . 

  N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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